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MESSAGE BY THE PRESIDENTS
Dear Participants,
As the Cosmetic Manufacturers and Researchers Association (KÜAD), we will organize the ”Traditional
International Cosmetic Congress” on 25 - 27 November in Antalya. This year the main theme of the congress
will be “Sustainable Cosmetics”.
Sustainability is “meeting the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland). Global warming and increasing environmental pollution
have led to the rapid depletion of natural resources and putting the future at risk. These issues, which are
generally taken with the "triple responsibility" approach in the chemical industry, have turned into an economic
approach with sustainability. Triple Responsibility is a principle that prioritizes the protection of human life, the
environment and natural resources, and the existence of a livable environment in better conditions.
This situation and sensitivity has created the concept of "Green Marketing". Some of the companies have started
to make "green" products as a sensitivity indicator and some in terms of cost management. However, at this
point, it has become imperative to create alternative sources beyond this, and sustainable marketing and
sustainable approaches have become a necessity.
In the cosmetics industry, it has been defined that products are "green" products, mostly on the basis of product
ingredients. Defining this aspect alone is quite insufficient. We can define a sustainable cosmetic product as
products that do not produce environmental waste, do not harm human health, and can substitute new ones while
using raw material resources. On the other hand, instead of complex and many-ingredient formulas, effective
formulas with fewer ingredients. In this way, technological approaches that increase the performance of
components in cosmetic products can be a perspective that will cover sustainable cosmetic products. Many
cosmetic companies develop products with this directional approach.
Today, sustainability-oriented meetings are held in many parts of the world in the cosmetics industry. By making
the subject of "Sustainability" the main theme at the 5th International Cosmetics Congress, we hope and believe
that many of our companies will prepare strategies in this direction.
As the Cosmetic Manufacturers and Researchers Association (KÜAD), we expect the congress to provide an
ideal platform for participants to share their experiences and discuss the latest developments in projects and
innovations, new technologies applied to the industry in a multicultural and rich atmosphere.
During the congress; we hope companies to increase their cooperation with universities by taking advantage of
their specialization areas. Also, special meeting areas will be created in order for companies to create a platform
of cooperation among themselves. At the same time, “Innovation Area” that new academic and sectoral studies
and products are exhibited will be the focus of the the congress. In addition to the main sessions, parallel
sessions will be held as previous years to lead the subjects to be discussed in detail.
In this context, scientific developments, innovations and approaches supporting the sustainable approach will be
discussed at the 5th International Cosmetic Congress. Formulation, technology, regulation, marketing, covid-19
pandemic and environmental impacts will be analyzed by valuable speakers with different areas of expertise.
We would like to see you in the “5th International Cosmetic Congress” which includes many efforts of cosmetic
sector keyplayers, employees and scientists.
Hope to see you in Antalya on 25-27 November, 2021.

Fuat ARSLAN
President of ICC

Levent KAHRIMAN
President of KÜAD
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Prof. Dr. Vera ROGIERS
In Vitro Toxicology and Dermato-Cosmetology
(IVTD), Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), BELGIUM

After many years of leading the department of In Vitro Toxicology and DermatoCosmetology at the VUB in a successful way, Emeritus professor in Toxicology Vera Rogiers
is actually still teaching dermato-cosmetics at the VUB and the University of Ghent. She also
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the EU level, she is co-chair of the Scientific Committee on Consumer Safety (SCCS) and
member of the Mirror group of the European Partnership on Alternative Approaches to
Animal Testing (EPAA). Her main research activity was many years situated in the
development of in vitro models as an alternative to the use of experimental animals. Actual
focus is on the differentiation of human skin-derived stem cells to functional hepatic cells and
their application for drug discovery and the detection of drug-induced liver injury. She has
been promoter of 33 doctoral theses, is author or co-author of >380 publications in
international peer reviewed scientific journals and is editor of several scientific books. She is
an often-invited speaker (>350) and participated in the organization of more than 60
international congresses. She has coordinated 2 EU research projects and was partner in
several FP6, FP7 EU and Horizon 2020 research projects concerned with in
vitro methodology development. Of the obtained scientific results, several patents have been
filed. Throughout her carrier she received several international scientific awards for her
pioneering role in in vitro Experimental Toxicology.
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Sudesh Kumar is a professor at the School of Biological Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia and is
well-known for his research on bio-based and biodegradable plastics produced by microbes,
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA). His research activities are funded by several international, national and
university grants. To date, 30 MSc and 38 PhD students have graduated under his supervision. With
more than 200 scientific publications and 8 granted patents, he is among the top research scientists in
Malaysia. He is also the Chief Editor of Malaysian Journal of Microbiology and a Fellow of Academy
of Sciences Malaysia (FASc).
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Charlotta Turner is a Professor in Analytical Chemistry at Lund University in Sweden. Her research is
interdisciplinary, including analytical chemistry, supercritical fluid technology, and sustainable
development aspects. She has more than 20 years of experience on the fundamentals of supercritical
fluids in separation processes. Her current research focus is on the development of fast, selective, and
bias-free separation methods using carbon dioxide expanded green solvents. An important inspiration
is the enhanced use of biomass and industrial byproducts as sources of high-value compounds for use
in food, health and environmental applications.
Charlotta Turner has published over 100 scientific articles, review papers and book chapters. She has
received the Swedish King Carl XVI Gustaf's award for environmental science (2005), the SSF Ingvar
Carlsson Award for returning postdocs (2006), the AOCS Herbert J. Dutton Award for her work on
lipid analysis (2015) and the Svante Arrhenius Award for her work on green and sustainable chemistry
(2017). She is also awarded with Excellent Teacher Practitioner (ETP, 2017). Charlotta Turner is the
chair of the Analytical Chemistry Division of the Swedish Chemical Society, the chair of Lund
University Food Faculty, and also a member of the Royal Engineering Science Academy (IVA) and
the Royal Physiographic Society of Lund
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Helene has worked in the Personal Care Industry for 21 years. After completing an MChem in
Medicinal Chemistry at University College London in 2000 she took her first role in formulation
chemistry at the Body Shop and COSi Ltd where she worked within the product development team. In
2002 she obtained the Diploma in Cosmetic Science and joined Uniqema, part of the ICI group.
Throughout her time at Uniqema she gained experience in the formulation and testing of personal care
products working in both applications research and technical service. In 2006 when Croda acquired
Uniqema she began working for Croda’s Sun Care & Biotechnology division based in Widnes in the
UK, managing the Product Applications team. Helene’s current role is Marketing Manager for Solar
Protection. Her responsibilities include developing the business strategy by anticipating and
understanding long term consumer market trends and customer needs and managing new product
innovations from concept to launch.
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Julia HAN has more than 10 years of experience on Korean cosmetic industry. She is a licensed in a
Skincare Specialist (2014) and a Customized Cosmetics Preparation Manager (2021) - Korean national
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As a specialist in BIO-technology, LABIO is focusing to find the Extremophile and bring out the
dermatological benefits through the cell engineering, and enhance the benefits through the optimum
fermentation technology.
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Professor Agnieszka Szopa is an assistant professor at the Chair and Department of Pharmaceutical
Botany, Faculty of Pharmacy, Jagiellonian University, Collegium Medicum in Cracow, Poland.
Her research interests are focused on plant biotechnology, phytochemistry and phytotherapy as well as
phytocosmetology.
Her scientific activity especially has been devoted to many pharmaceutical aspects of plant
biotechnology of medicinal and cosmetic plants. She specializes mainly in the endogenic
accumulation of bioactive metabolites. Her research is also focused on the study of the biological
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working as a research associate at the Department of Cosmetology University of Information
Technology and Management in Rzeszow, Poland. She is also a Head of the Cell and Tissue Culture
Laboratory.
Her scientific interests mainly concern the possibility of using in vitro models (cell lines, primary
cultures and 3D human tissue equivalents) in the study of the care and healing properties of plant
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and medicinal products used in skin diseases.
Dr Gaweł-Bęben has been a scientific leader of national and international research projects focusing
on the development of novel cosmetics or cosmetic ingredients of natural origin. She is also a coauthor of several scientific publications describing cosmetic properties of plant-derived products and
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OP-01 (Abstract)
Plant In Vitro Cultures as a Valuable Source of Cosmetic Raw Materials
Szopa AGNİESZKA, Kubica PAWEŁ, Kwiecień INGA, Jafernik KAROLİNA, Ekiert
HALİNA
Chair and Department of Pharmaceutical Botany, Faculty of Pharmacy, Jagiellonian University,
Collegium Medicum, 9 Medyczna Street, 30-688 Cracow, Poland
E-mail of corresponding author: a.szopa@uj.edu.pl

ABSTRACT
Plants are recognized in cosmetology as the source for active cosmetic ingredients, of e.g. antioxidant,
anti-aging, antiinflammatory, whitening, UV-protective, anti-cancer and moisturizing properties.
Scientific studies have documented that, besides plants, different types of plant in vitro cultures can
also be a rich source of various groups of plant metabolites of potential application in cosmetology (1,
2). In vitro cultures of numerous plants are listed as valuable cosmetic raw materials in the Cosing
database created by the European Commission (3).
Plant metabolites used as ingredients of cosmetics are manufactured on an industrial scale with the use
of plant in vitro culture technology by among others France, Swiss, Spanish, Bulgarian and Korean
companies. For instance, cultures of Vitis vinifera, Camellia sinensis, Centella asiatica, Eryngium
maritimum, Saponaria pumila, Symphytum officinale, Panax ginseng and Oryza sativa are used for
cosmetic production (4,5).
The plant biotechnology methods create wide possibilities to boost the bioactive metabolites
production in plant cell cultures.
Plant metabolites crucial in cosmetology comprise among others: phenolic acids, flavonoids, lignans,
phenylpropanoid glycosides and iridoids.
Our research team has demonstrated that different types of in vitro cultures (agar, agitated, bioreactor)
of species of the genera Aronia, Scutellaria, Schisandra and Verbena (cultures of 11 plant species) are
a very rich source of the above-mentioned groups of metabolites.
Agar cultures of Aronia x prunifolia proved to be a rich source of phenolic acids (1615 mg/100 g DW
(dry weight)), agar cultures of Scutellaria lateriflora produced large amounts of flavonoids with
special structure of Scutellaria type (2930 mg/100 g DW), agar cultures of Schisandra henryi provided
dibenzocyclooctadiene lignans (873 mg/100 g DW), bioreactor cultures of Verbena officinalis readily
synthesized phenylpropanoid glycosides and iridoids (9517 mg/100 g DW and 355 mg/100 g DW,
respectively). In addition, Scutellaria baicalensis agitated cultures were shown to contain high
quantity of verbascoside (3023 mg/100 g DW).
The results obtained based on own research proved application value of cell cultures as the valuable
source of cosmetic raw materials.
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ABSTRACT
Medicinal plants have an important role in the maintenance of human health in the form of
traditional medicines, food ingredients and spices. Various plants resources are used in cosmetics,
aroma and perfumes from many centuries. Extracts and bioactive compounds obtained from the
plants are being used in various cosmetic formulations for different purposes such as antioxidants,
depigmentation, antiaging, hydrating agents, preservative agents, surfactants, etc. In recent years,
there is increasing interest on plant-derived compounds as cosmetic ingredients due to their wide
consumer acceptability and diverse mechanism of actions.
Himalayan region is rich in biodiversity of plant resources and their ethnic use as traditional
medicines, skin care products and other purposes. With the advancement of techniques related to
chemical analysis and bioactivity evaluations, various underutilized medicinal resources are being
explored for their potential use as cosmeceuticals, nutraceuticals and pharmaceutical agents. In this
presentation, I will discuss about the traditional knowledge of use of Himalayan plant resources as
cosmetics, recent scientific advancement related to chemical and bioactivity analysis, and product
formulations with focus on Diploknema butyracea (Chyuri) and Sapindus mukorossi (Ritha).
Potential of future innovations in cosmetic industry using these resources and their sustainable
utilization for the economic prosperity will also be discussed in detail.
Key Words: Himalaya, cosmetics, skin care, sustainability, Diploknema butyracea, Sapindus
mukorossi
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ABSTRACT

Hyperpigmentation is a common aesthetic problem caused by increased melanogenesis and
uneven distribution of melanin pigment in the skin. It is estimated that over 90% of the
European population struggle with this disorder at some point of their lives (1) and
approximately 15% of the world population invest in skin lightening cosmetics (2). The
primary target of skin lightening agents is tyrosinase (EC 1.14.14.1 ), a metaloenzyme
catalyzing rate-limiting first two steps of melanogenesis - the convertion of L-tyrosine to LDOPA and subsequently to dopaquinone (3, 4). Kojic acid, arbutin and glabridin are examples
of tyrosinase inhibitors isolated from natural sources that are commonly used in skin
whitening cosmetics. However, due to their poor efficacy in vivo, low formulation stability
and possible adverse effects novel cosmetic ingredients preventing and reducing
hyperpigmentation are needed (5).
An interesting source of effective and safe skin-whitening agents are plants extract. The
efficacy of plant-derived ingredients as skin lightening agents might be evaluated and
compared using various recently established in vitro methods that are more accurate and
reliable than the commonly used mushroom tyrosinase activity assay. These methods include
melanin synthesis and release from B16F10 murine melanoma cells or Human Embryonic
Melanocytes (HEM) and implication of 3D epidermal models corresponding to different skin
phototypes. Advantages and disadvantages of these methods will be discussed. Examples of
novel skin-lightening extracts and compounds found during the original research and
described in recent publications will be presented and compared with currently used cosmetic
ingredients.
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ABSTRACT
A large proportion of oil-based ultraviolet (UV) filters makes it challenging to formulate high-SPF
sunscreens with pleasant-feeling properties. In cosmetic product development, sensory analysis
emerged as a useful tool linking sensorial qualitative and quantitative perception of the product with
consumer satisfaction. The aim of the present work was to evaluate sensory properties of sunscreen
formulation containing grape seed extract (GSE) and estimate consumer acceptance as guidance for
possible product improvement. In this study, a panel of 12 judges was trained to grade sensory
attributes of four creams: sunscreen with GSE, two cream bases either with UV filter or GSE, and
benchmark sunscreen. In penalty analysis, overall acceptance of creams was assessed using a fivepoint hedonic scale, and the sensory attributes were evaluated by a 5-point just-about-right (JAR)
scale. The results showed that sunscreen with GSE was perceived as “just about right” for stickiness
and greasiness attributes by most panelists (67% and 83%, respectively) compared to other creams.
However, similarly to the cream base with GSE, sunscreen with GSE received “less than an ideal”
perception of the residual coating explained by a natural brown tint of the extract. As a result, the
overall liking of sunscreen with GSE was slightly lower than the sunscreen base without GSE
possessing the conventional white color of the cosmetic product more familiar to the consumer.
Moreover, it was found that stickiness, greasiness, and glossiness were the least desirable
characteristics that reduced acceptance of the benchmark sunscreen. Our results indicate that
sunscreen containing GSE overall corresponds to the demands and preferences of the consumers living
in the Southeast Asian climate. However, to improve the residual brown color, the GSE could be
absorbed on the metal oxide (ZnO, TiO2) while remaining the UV protection and anti-aging properties
of the GSE.
Key Words: sensory evaluation, penalty analysis, JAR, sunscreen, grape seed extract
INTRODUCTION
Recently, a variety of sunscreen products have been introduced in the huge cosmetic market.
However, not all of them fully meet consumer preferences and needs (1-2). One of the common
problems making it challenging to formulate sunscreens with high sun protection (SPF) value and
pleasant-feeling properties is that a large proportion of ultraviolet (UV) filters are oil-based. Thereby,
in the development of cosmetic products, sensory analysis has become a useful tool linking qualitative
and quantitative sensory perception of a product with consumer satisfaction (3).
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According to ISO13299:2003 some applications of sensory profiling include developing or changing a
product, comparing a product with a standard or with other similar products on the market or under
development, and mapping a product’s perceived attributes for the purpose of relating them to factors
such as instrumental, chemical, or physical properties, and/or to consumer acceptability (4).
The applicability of sensory evaluation to the development of cosmetics ingredients has been
acknowledged in several studies (5-8).
Penalty analysis, or mean drop analysis, is a method used in sensory evaluation to identify potential
directions for the improvement of products. Penalty importance is estimated based on decrease of
overall consumer acceptance of product’s attributes perceived as “too much” or “too little” in relation
to midpoint labelled as “just-about-right” on a Just-about-right (JAR) scale (9-10). JAR scales are
often preferred among product developers as it is used with untrained panelists that saves on training
time and expenses (11).
An ideal sunscreen formulation is expected to be effective, safe for topical use, stable, resistant to
water, easily spreadable, to cover a regulated range of UV spectrum protection (290-400 nm), not stain
clothes, have pleasant fragrance and an affordable cost (12). Not forgetting the skin feel that serves as
an emotional bridge between consumer and product (13-14). According to a survey on sunscreen use
conducted in Southeast Asia, consumers rely not only on UV protection, but also expect sunscreen to
improve their skin condition (15).
In this regard, addition of phytoantioxidants has become a popular practice in the formulation of
cosmetic products due to their numerous beneficial properties positively affecting quality of the ageing
skin. Among them, grape seed extract (GSE) is of the greatest interest as an environmentally friendly
and sustainable by-product obtained from winemaking process. Grape seed extract containing
polyphenolic compounds provides antiaging properties by reducing skin inflammation and scavenging
UV-induced free radicals (16). Moreover, GSE was found to protect skin from detrimental UVA rays
by regulation of biochemical pathways important in cell proliferation and to act synergistically with
the organic UV-filters boosting up their SPF value (17-18).
The aim of this study was to evaluate the sensorial properties of sunscreen formulation containing
grape seed extract compared to two cream bases either with UV filter or GSE, and benchmark product,
and estimate consumer acceptance as guidance for possible product improvement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sensory analysis
Evaluation method
A sensory descriptive analysis was applied to evaluate four creams: sunscreen with GSE, two cream
bases either with UV filter or GSE, and benchmark sunscreen. The procedure of sensory evaluation
was based on the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1490 Standard and the
protocol for evaluation of cosmetic products (5,19). The study was approved by Khon Kaen University
Ethics in Human Research Committee (Protocol ID: HE631240).
Twelve healthy volunteers without a history of dermatological diseases, scars, or any skin injures on
the fingers and forearms, and demonstrated ability to define and describe tactile sensations were
recruited for the study. On the test day, the panelists were asked to not apply any cosmetic products on
their skin and wash it with mild soap at least 1 hour before the appointed time. The sensory evaluation
was taken under the controlled temperature (20-22 °C) and relative humidity (50-55%) with
acceptable light conditions (19-20). The general concepts such as the definitions and applications of
the sensory evaluation and JAR test were explained.
The four studied creams were packed in opaque plastic tubes and labeled alphabetically without
relation to the product source. For sensory evaluation 0.05 ml of each sample was delivered to the
specified area of right and left ventral forearm. The panelists used tactile senses to rate sensory
attributes of spreadability, absorption, moisture, greasiness, stickiness, and texture, and visual
perception for glossiness and residual appearance.
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Penalty Analysis (PA)
Penalty analysis combined JAR and overall acceptance to link a decrease in consumer acceptance to
attributes not at the JAR level. For overall acceptability, panelists rated each cream sample on a 5point hedonic scale (1 = dislike very much, 2 = dislike slightly, 3 = neither like nor dislike, 4 = like
slightly, and 5 = like very much).
The sensory attributes of cream samples were evaluated on a 5-point JAR scale (1 = much too low, 2 =
a little too low, 3 = just about right, 4 = a little too much, and 5 = much too much) for spreadability,
absorption, glossiness, residual appearance, moisture, greasiness, stickiness, and texture.
Penalty analysis was conducted in three main steps. Firstly, the JAR values were reduced into three
groups: “too little” for scores 1 and 2, “JAR” for score 3, and “too much” for scores 4 and 5. The nonJAR category was represented by “too little” and “too much” levels. Then, the mean overall liking was
calculated for each group. The penalties (or mean drops) were calculated as the differences between
the means of the two non-JAR categories and the mean of the ideal level i.e., JAR category. The mean
drop values were plotted versus the percentage of consumer responses on a mean drop plot. Attributes
with high percentage of consumer responses and high penalties were allocated in an upper right
quadrant of a plot, giving insight into the most important product issues that need to be improved.
Statistical analysis
An independent samples t-test was conducted between the liking scores in the non-JAR and JAR
categories to test for the significant mean decrease in consumer acceptance by IBM® SPSS® Statistics
27.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The JAR data collapsed to three levels is shown in Figure 1. The “too little” level was combined of
scores 1 and 2. The panelist’s ideal level, “JAR”, was represented by the middle score 3, and the last
group was formed by scores 4 and 5 for the level “too much”. The sunscreen with GSE (A) was
perceived as “just about right” for stickiness and greasiness attributes by most panelists (67% and
83%, respectively) compared to other creams. The perception of these attributes by panelists was
especially contrasted to benchmark sunscreen (D) exhibiting elevated “too much” responses.
Glossiness (92%) and oily residual appearance (67%) received higher percentages than “just about
right”. These responses were expected since the visual perception of oily residue having a glossy
reflection were likely associated with tactile feel of stickiness and greasiness on the skin. These
findings were in accordance with sensory evaluation of six cosmetic emulsions that revealed a
correlation of stickiness to residue with oily characteristics and oiliness (21).
Sunscreen with GSE was perceived as “too little” by 50-58% of panelists for spreadability, absorption
and glossiness. Similar responses were obtained for cream base with GSE that can be explained by an
astringent effect of polyphenolic compounds of GSE (22). Natural astringents are commonly used in
certain cosmetics to remove excess oil and tighten pores. Their astringent effect is associated with the
multiple phenolic hydroxyl groups of tannins, which induce the formation of protein complexes in the
skin (23). In addition, similarly to the cream base with GSE, sunscreen with GSE received “less than
an ideal” perception of the residual coating explained by a natural brown tint of the extract. As a
result, the overall liking of sunscreen with GSE was slightly lower than the sunscreen base without
GSE possessing the conventional white color of the cosmetic product more familiar to the consumer.
Overall, more than a half of panelists perceived cream base with UV filter as “JAR” for all parameters
except greasiness and stickiness. The possible explanation can be referred to the astringency of GSE
mitigating greasy and sticky feeling in two other samples.
Similar results were reported by Xu et al. (2016) for evaluation of 65 sunscreen products using
customers comments in online shopping (1). The cosmetic elegance defined as skinfeel after
application and color received highest positive response. Specifically, consumers preferred their
sunscreens to absorb well, to be not greasy, have moisturizing property, tint or matte finish, and
antiaging effect, etc. However, products having white residue, high thickness, greasiness, staining and
too dark color received negative responses.
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Figure 1. Percentages of panelists (n=12) rating cream samples on 3-level JAR scale. A-sunscreen
with GSE; B- cream base with GSE; C-cream base with UV-filter; and D-benchmark sunscreen.
Figure 2 shows the mean drop plots of sunscreen with GSE (A), cream bases with GSE (B), cream
base with UV-filter (C) and benchmark sunscreen (D). The horizontal axis represents the percentages
of respondents while the vertical axis shows the mean drop values. The mean drops were calculated
for the “too much” and “too little” levels by subtracting their means from the overall liking means for
the JAR levels. This computation is helpful in identifying possible sensory improvements in the
products since it shows how many points of liking were lost for having a product “too much” or “too
little” for consumer. The solid vertical line represents 20% of consumers on each plot. This 20% cutoff
theory is based on the Pareto principle stating that “80% of effects occur from 20% of causes” (24).
Therefore, the attributes that had more than one mean drop from “JAR” rated by at least 20% of
consumers were located to the upper or lower right dashed lines of the mean drop plot. Those
attributes should be subjected for improvement to increase the consumer acceptability. Moreover, the
higher the mean drop values are, the more important the attribute is.
Among all tested products, the cream base with GSE was penalized for the attributes of spreadability
(“too much” by 25% and “too little” by 58% of consumers), absorption (“too little”), texture (“too
little”), and stickiness (“too little”) (Fig.2B). The independent t-test showed statistically significant
difference of those attributes in non-JAR and JAR levels (data not shown). In case of determining the
direction of improving spreadability, it would be appropriate to account for a higher percentage of
non-JAR consumers who perceived this attribute as “too little”. The ease of spreadability and
absorption of creams on skin directly depends on the ratio of liquid emollients in it (21,25). Therefore,
an absence of oily organic UV-filters acting as emollients explains a reduced perception of
spreadability and absorption in cream base with GSE. Although, stickiness was penalized more than 1
point by more than 20% consumers as “not sticky enough” on a perceptual map, this attribute should
not be considered for improvement. Perceiving this formula as “too litttle” stickiness, the panelists
referred to a rather matte feeling on the skin than a desire to increase the stickiness of this formula.
The attributes located at zero point received either 0% response for "too much" or "too little".
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Figure 2. Mean drop plot of cream samples: A-sunscreen with GSE; B- cream base with GSE; Ccream base with UV-filter; D-benchmark sunscreen. The “too low” endpoint of the JAR scales is blue
with negative sign (–), the “too strong” endpoint is red with positive sign (+).
Despite having similar perception of attributes on JAR-scale with cream base contained GSE,
sunscreen with GSE did not receive any penalties (Fig.2A). Nevertheless, some attributes like texture
and absorption (“too little”), and residual color appearance (“too much”) fell on the boarder of one
mean drop. These results corresponded to JAR collapsed responses (Fig.1A). Thus, looking at the
bigger picture, it can be concluded that the sunscreen with GSE required a color improvement to a
greater extent compared to texture and absorption, as 58% of respondents perceived it as “too much”.
This improvement could be achieved by replacement of organic UV-filters to the white in nature
inorganic metal oxides. In this way, the residual brown color of GSE could be absorbed on the metal
oxide (ZnO, TiO2) while remaining the UV protection and anti-aging properties of the GSE.
As expected, sunscreen base without GSE received a higher acceptance by majority of consumers
(Fig.2C). It is interesting to notice, that even though the attribute greasiness was not penalized, the
mean drop was nearly twice and trice higher than that of sunscreen with GSE and cream base with
GSE, respectively. This difference may indicate that astringency of GSE indeed reduced a perceived
greasy skinfeel of UV-filters.
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Spreadability, stickiness, and glossiness located on or near the border of one mean drop from JAR
were the least desirable characteristics that reduced acceptance of the benchmark sunscreen (Fig.2D).
Likewise, the findings of Solky at al. (2007) confirmed that greasiness and tendency to leave a film
were two of the more important reasons discouraging regular use of sunscreen (2). However,
benchmark sunscreen received slightly higher overall liking than base with GSE (data not shown).
This result conveys an interesting observation for formulators that residual color appearance is inferior
to the stickiness and greasiness attributes when it comes to the overall perception of the cosmetic
product by consumers living in the Southeast Asia. Sensory evaluation of sunscreen with Thermal
Spring Waters and Sargassum muticum Extracts conducted in Spain revealed similar results.
Sargassum muticum Extracts turning the cream to nearly identical to our product with GSE brown
color received highest ratings for skin feel and lowest in color, consistency, and persistence of smell.
However, the overall preference was higher when compared with sunscreen samples without extract,
with a-tocopherol, and with Fucus extract having light beige color (26).
CONCLUSION
Penalty analysis is a useful and convenient tool to provide guidance on how to make new cosmetic
products more attractive to the consumer. However, even though the mean drop plot helped in
identifying rigorously penalized parameters subjected for improvement, the formulators should also
consider the overall percentage of consumers who rated a particular attribute below JAR. By means of
penalty analysis, it was found that sunscreen containing GSE overall corresponds to the demands and
preferences of the consumers living in the Southeast Asian climate. However, to improve the residual
brown color, the GSE could be absorbed on the metal oxide (ZnO, TiO2) while remaining the UV
protection and anti-aging properties of the GSE.
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ABSTRACT
The superior properties of plastics such as durability, processability, affordability and flexibility are
among the reasons why plastics are being used to produce various personal care as well as packaging
materials. Most of the plastic materials used in cosmetics are single-use items. It would be better if
such single-use plastics products can be made from bio-based and biodegradable plastics. Among the
many types of bioplastics, polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) is very attractive because of its
thermoplastics properties and complete biodegradability. Plant based sugars and oils can be used as
renewable feedstock for the production of PHA. Palm oil is the most efficiently produced vegetable oil
with productivities reaching 3.6 tonnes oil/ha/year (palm oil + palm kernel oil). The total oil palm
cultivation area in Malaysia is approximately 5.9 million ha and is expected to grow because of
increasing demand. Various renewable resources from the oil palm industry can be used to produce
PHA. The palm oil refining process produces various by-products that are rich in fatty acids and
triglycerides which can be efficiently converted into PHA by specific bacteria. Several examples of
these renewable feedstock from the oil palm industry have been shown to be effective as carbon
sources for the production of PHA. Besides packaging materials that are bio-based and biodegradable,
PHA can also be used as an efficient facial oil blotting film. In addition, by using electrospinning
technique, it is possible to produce porous non-woven materials containing both PHA and silk fibres
that are biocompatible. Therefore, PHA is an attractive material with great potential in cosmetics
industries.(1-7)
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ABSTRACT

In extraction methods used for quantitative chemical analysis it is of outmost importance that
the integrity of the target compounds is maintained, i.e. degradation should be minimized. It is
also important to achieve fast and complete extractions, without compromising with the
greenness of the method – here the choice of solvent plays a major role. In most extraction
techniques in which a solvent is used, mass transfer and the overall rate of the extraction is
increased by increasing the temperature. This is for instance the case in pressurized liquid
extraction and microwave-assisted extraction. However, this inevitably leads to degradation
of thermolabile compounds. Instead of using an elevated temperature in order to increase
mass transfer is to use a high-diffusivity fluid such as a supercritical fluid (SCF). Supercritical
carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) above 31°C and 7.4 MPa gives fast mass transfer, however, the
solubility is low for polar compounds. Often, an organic co-solvent like ethanol is added to
the SC-CO2 to enhance its dielectric properties. A novel strategy is to instead use a
conventional green solvent, such as ethanol, ethyl acetate or ethyl lactate, and to this solvent
add compressed liquid CO2 to decrease the viscosity and thereby enhance the mass transfer.
Such solvent mixture is called a CO2 expanded liquid (CXL). Benefits are that relatively low
pressure and temperature can be used and that the range of achievable solvent dielectric
properties is large. In this presentation, the concepts of SC-CO2 and CXL as solvents in
extractions will be presented. Results will be shown regarding fundamental properties of
SCFs and CXLs, including experimental methods to determine density, relative permittivity
and viscosity, as well as solubility and degradation rate constants for selected target
compounds. Applications covered are extraction and analysis of polyphenols and carotenoids
in plants and byproducts from agricultural and food industry, and end users are found in food
and cosmetic industry.
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ABSTRACT
In our study, enantiomers of Bergamot essence components were investigated. Afterwards, the
flavoring effects of each of its optical isomers were investigated. Our aim is to find and develop the
product with the strongest aroma effect. The effects of components that determine the quality of
bergamot oil on values such as odor, taste and colour were investigated by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) and sensory analysis evaluation.
Key Words: Bergamot oil, GC-MS, Enantiomer, Fragrance
INTRODUCTION
Bergamot, or Citrus auranthium bergamia, is a citrus fruit and flowery olfactory characteristics, or
‘notes’, of the plant give to the bergamot oil a fresh and spicy tone, highly appreciated in perfumes and
other cosmetic productions for its fragrant notes, fixative and antimicrobial properties. The main
components in cold pressed bergamot oils are limonene, linalool and linalyl acetate. There are also βpinene and α-terpinene (1,2). These substances and their enantiomers are divided into 2 classes
depending on the market supply as those with enantiomer status and those without enantiomer status
in Table 1 and 2.
In recent years, bergamot flavor prices have increased. In this study, different bergamot flavorings
have been developed and their effectiveness has been investigated in order to reduce costs and produce
flavorings that will give the same effect at low dosages, and to be sustainable.
Table 1: List and general information of enantiomers used in the study.
Compound Name

CAS

ALPFA PINENE L(-)
ALPFA PINENE D(+)
LINALOOL L(-)
LINALOOL L(-)
LINALOOL D(+)
LYNALILE ACETATE R(-)
LYNALILE ACETATE S(+)
B-PINENE R(+)
B- PINENE S(-)
SABINENE R(+)
SABINENE S(-)
LIMONENE D(+)

7785-26-4
7785-70-8
126-91-0
126-91-0
126-90-9
16509-46-9
51685-40-6
19902-08-0
18172-67-3
2009-00-9
10408-16-9

Percentage Of
Enantıomerıc
Dıstrıbutıon ( %)
%65-76
%35-24
99%
99%
1%
99%
1%
8%
92%
%15-20
%80-85
97%

The

% Of Presence
Bergamot Oıl
1,20%
1,20%
%4-10
%4-10
%4-10
%24-27
%24-27
1,07%
1,07%
%41-45
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Table 2: Substances without enantiomer status.
Compound Name
BENZOATE DE BENZYL
CITRAL 95
TERPINOLENE 90
GAMMA TERPINENE
P-CIMENE
CAMPHOR

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the study, 2 cold-pressed oils (Bergamot Oil Italy and Bergamot Oil Bergapthene Free) were used
for the development of bergamot flavorings for content analysis. All other materials used are of
technical quality. Çaykur brand unscented tea named Rize was used in sensory analyzes.
Analysis of Oils
Qualitative analyzes by gas chromatography (GC) and % content/composition values were tested by
mass spectrometry (MS). Thus, reference contents were created for new flavorings to be designed. The
method values (3) used are as follows in Table 3.
Table 3: The method values.
Temperature rise step
Column temperature change points
Residence time at determined change points
Column equilibration time
Syringe volume
Injection volume
Pressure
Split ratio
Split flow
Column equilibration time

3°C
50-250°C
0-10 min.
1 min
10 µL
: 0.1 µL
4.4382 psi
50 :1
31,688 mL/min
1 min

Syringe volume

10 µL

Sensory Analyzes
A panel team was formed from employees of Elso Kimya Co. for sensory analysis. The people in the
panel team were informed about the project by the application specialist before the tasting.
Two g of tea leaves were used for tasting and 4 g of tea leaves for odor analysis. For 100 ml of water,
2 g of tea leaves were sprayed with essence from 8 cm away and mixed with the help of a glass
baguette and kept closed for 1 day. Flavor is generally used in the market at a rate of 1-0.70%.
However, it was used at a rate of 0.40% in this study.
For tasting, the tea was infused for 15 minutes and filtered. At this stage, the temperature of the tea is
60 °C (4, 5). The ten panelists rated the color, smell and taste of the brewed tea.
Tea drinking temperature should be 57-58°C (4). Odor detection was made by smelling the tea and the
pulp after brewing.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chromatograms obtained in oil analyzes are presented in Figures 1 and 2and their evaluations are
made in Table 4.

Figure 1: Chromatogram of the “Bergamot Oil Italy” strain.

Figure 2: Chromatogram of the “Bergamot Oil Bergapthene Free” strain..
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Table 4: Results of “and Bergamot Oil Bergapthene Free” oils obtained by GC-MS device.
reference range (4)

reference range (31)

% composition
The Compounds

005989-27-5
000115-95-7
000078-70-6
000127-91-3
003387-41-5
000080-56-8

LIMONENE
LYNALILE ASETATE
LINALOOL
BETA PINENE
SABINENE
ALFA PINENE

3Ü90
13.83
26.14
8.63
1.25
0.98

Min.

Fax.

ein

Fax

ein.

Fax.

31,36

43.23

30.00

50.00

25.00

50.00

14,26

22.46

23.00

35.00

10.00

25.00

18,08

33.98

6.00

15.00

25.00

50.00

0.58

1.01

5.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

0.56

0.85

0.50

2.00

0.5B

1.01

0.20

0.70

0.10

1.00

reference range (4)

reference range (31)

% composition
The Compounds

LIMONENE
LYNALILE ASETATE

005989-27-5
000115-95-7

28.01
25.98

000078-70-6
000127-91-3
003387-41-5
000080-56-8

13.09
8.69
2.41
2.43

LINALOOL
BETA PINENE
SABINENE
ALFA PINENE

Supplier Company
Reference Interval

Supplier Company
Reference Interval

min.

tax

min.

tax

min.

tax

3545

42.82

30.00

50.00

25.00

50.00
50.00

27.61

29.55

23.00

35.00

25.00

10.02

13.73

6.00

15.00

10.00

25.00

4.72

5.70

5.00

10.00

1.00

10.00

0.81

1.00

0.50

2.00

0.90

1.11

0.20

0.70

1.00

1.00

When we examine the % content results obtained from these chromatograms, we see that there are
results in parallel with the values in the literature. The main reasons for the difference in the literature
reference intervals are the chemical reactions that occur depending on the bergamot harvest, the
temperature applied during the obtaining methods, and the storage conditions (6,7).
Looking at the results, 2 aromes in Table 5 worked by extracting the dominant lemonene, where the
bergamot aroma can feel more clearly.
Table 5. Formulations of bergamot flavors .
BERGAMOT
FLAVORS

LINALO
OL
LEAVO

201509
201510

18
15

ACETAT
E
LYNALİ
LE
49
53

SABINENE

BENZYL
BENZOATE

CITRAL
95

TERPINOLENE
90

2
4

1
3

17
14

0,5
3

LALFA
PİNEN
E
2,5
2

LBETA
PİNEN
E
10
6

When our panelists compared bergamot flavorings with bergamot oils, they found Bergamot 201509
flavoring to be suitable. Pilot production of the Bergamot 201509 formula was made. Panelists
evaluated the flavors of Bergamot 201509, our targeted Natural Bergamot Oıl Italy, and the market
product IFF and Martin Bauer bergamot flavorings by application.

Figure 3: Bergamot tea applıcatıon spıdernet graph.
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According to the results from the panelists, the taste-smell-color diagrams of the products are given in
figure 3, and it is determined with the help of the spider web graphic that a product very close to both
the targeted product and the competitor product is obtained.
CONCLUSION
In the study, it was determined with the help of spider web graphics that a product very close to both
the targeted product and the competitor product was obtained. Moreover, a good effect was tried to be
obtained at almost half the dose and the aim of sustainability was tried to be achieved. Moreover, in
the next stage, application studies will take place in which shelf life studies will be monitored
depending on the use of antioxidants.
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ABSTRACT
Color Cosmetics is an important part of our lives and especially women's cosmetic use. When using
cosmetic products such as mascara, lipstick, lip balm, foundation, BB cream and nail polish, while
choosing products with high performance, product safety and toxicological profile are one of the most
important parameters that should not be overlooked. In our study, it is aimed to create awareness in
sustainability by giving examples of natural and synthetic colored formulations comparatively.
Key Words: Color cosmetics, Sustainibility, Lip balm, Foundation, Nail polish.
INTRODUCTION
It is known that the Cosmetics Science, which is as old as the history of humanity, has based its
studies on the ancient Egyptian period in 10,000 BC (BC), many materials are used to prevent old age
wrinkles and to beautify, and the purpose is to attract the attention of God by increasing attractiveness
(1,2). B.C. It is believed that copper and ore powders (mesdemet-antimony sulfide derivatives), green
copper powder (malachite) were used as a powder on the cheeks and as a rub on the eyes, especially
for the purpose of protection from diseases (3). In 3000 BC China and Ancient Greece, the Chinese
applied rice powder, the Greeks Copper powder as a face whitener, and they used strawberries as
lipstick on the cheeks (4). The Chinese have shown the difference in social class by using different
nail paints. In 1500 BC, they took the eyebrows completely and painted them gold or black (5).
100 BC Romans used butter & barley powder for problems like acne, applied sheep blood and oil for
nails (6), M.S. 300 In India, henna has been used as a body decoration and hair dye (7).
At the end of the 10th century, Ibn Sina found the method of distillation and was taken to Europe by
the Crusaders and perfume production was started (8). In Medieval England, women with egg whites
and red hair were in demand. At the beginning of the Renaissance period, cosmetics were used only by
Aristocrats, and arsenic began to be used instead of lead in some powders (9). In the 15th century, the
use of dangerous chemicals to lighten the skin color, the yellow hair color preferences created an
image of an angelic appearance (10). In the 1800s, zinc oxide, which is frequently found in today's
cosmetics, was found to be much safer and started to be used instead of lead because it caused muscle
paralysis and death. (11).
In the Ottoman Empire, in terms of cosmetic bath culture; The washing water was violet, the rinse
water was marshmallow-hibiscus, and 88 tons of rose petals were used annually for the rose pastes (in
olive or sesame oil) prepared with macerations as creams and moisturizers.
Oils and wax mixtures prepared with violet in summer, cinnamon and clove in winter, honey-vinegar
mouthwash with miswak for tooth cleaning, lemon and rose water were applied for eye shine. In
addition, it is known that lemon for oily skin, damson for acne, and olive oil soap for deodorant
purposes are used (12).
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Anti-perspirants containing aluminum chloride in the 1900s and Al chlorohydrate in the 1940s began
to become widespread. Besides, II. Until the World War II, the classic, completely oily ointments,
which are still used today, and then the creams, the outer phase of which is oil and the inner phase of
which is water, which is expressed as "cold cream", began to be produced. With industrialization,
multinational companies started to produce false eyelashes and natural cosmetic trends, and the release
of propellant gases into the environment was limited with the 1965-Kyoto protocol in aerosol systems
(13).
Towards the 1980s, whitening or whitening left its fashion to tanning products. Hair sprays and hair
dyes have become widespread, creams and emulsions with an outer phase of water and an inner phase
of oil have begun to attract attention. With the increase in social responsibility projects since 1990,
animal tests were first restricted and then banned, and with the acceleration of patenting processes,
particulate systems such as new generation liposomes and antiaging cosmetics became widespread
(14). In addition, there has been a trend towards special shampoos that do not harm nature, such as
colored cosmetics, organic hair dyes, natural hair reducers, sodium lauryl-ether sulfate (SLES, SLS),
increase in nanotech cosmetics, sun exposure due to skin cancers caused by UVA, UVB and UVC
(ultraviolet cancer). An upward trend in preservatives has been observed.
Today, with the regulation of cosmetics-related regulations, efficacy-clinical studies (in vitro / in vivo
scientific studies) are carried out more intensively and it is aimed to create a safer colored cosmetics
sector. In the definition of the Cosmetic Law No. 5324 of the Ministry of Health, it is prepared to be
applied to different external parts of the human body such as the epidermis, nails, hair, hair, lips and
external genital organs, teeth and oral mucosa, with the sole or main purpose of cleaning these parts,
giving fragrance, changing the appearance and It includes all preparations or substances whose
purpose is to correct and/or protect or maintain body odors (15).
MATERIALS AND METHODS (11 pt, bold)
Colored Cosmetic Ingredients and Formulations
Mascara
They are cosmetic products applied to define the eyelashes, to give fullness, to give volume, to make
them appear long, smooth and beautiful (16). The feature expected from an ideal mascara is that it
separates the lashes thoroughly and distinctly, dries quickly, does not spill, does not harm the eyes,
and is easy to wipe. When considered with two examples as natural and technological, in Tables 1 and
2, the approximate ratios and usage purposes are given with examples.
Table 1. Natural Eyebrow-Eyelash Serum Formulation.
Natural Eyebrow-Eyelash Serum
Prunus Amygdalus Sativa Kernel Oil (Sweet almond)
Persea Gratissima Oil (Avocado oil)
Lavandula Angustifoliaoil / Herb oil (Lavandula oil)
Camellia Sinensis Leaf Oil (Green tea oil)
Ficus Carica seed Oil (Fig seed oil)
Cocus Nuciferia Oil (Coconut oil)
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Concentration
60-80
20-30
0.01-2
0,001-2
0,001-2
0,01-2

Tablo 2. Advanced Mascara Formulation (Black Color).
Ingredient
Concentration
Deiyonize su
30-50
CI-77499 Black Iron oksit
8-15
Gliseryl stearat
2-5
Stearic asit
2-5
Beeswax-Balmumu
2-5
Carnauba wax
2-5
Candelila wax
2-5
Etilhegzyl palmitate
2-5
Polisorbat 20
2-5
Feniltrimetikon
2-5
VP-hegzadekan kopolimer
2-5
Magnezyum alüminyum silikat
2-5
D-pantenol
0.1-2
Polivinilprolidon (PVP)
0.1-2
Trietanolamin
0.1-2
Hidroksietilselüloz (HES)
0.1-2
Monopropilenglikol
2-5
Tokoferil asetat (Vitamin E)
0.1-2
Poliester-5
0.1-2
MIKA
0.1-2
EDTA
0.01-1
Preservative
0.01-1

Function
Solvent
Color
Emulsifier
Thickener
Thickener
Thickener
Thickener
Yağlandırıcı
Co emulsifier
Shining
Film former
Thickener
Conditioner
Film former
pH balancer
Thickener
Moisturizer
Antioxidant
Waterproof
Filler
Chelating
Perservation

Lipstick, Lip Balm
Lipsticks are decorative cosmetic products that have an important place among colored cosmetics and
that provide the coloration of the lips to beautify the appearance of the lips, containing raw materials
such as dyes, natural or synthetic oils, beeswax, emollient, and are often preferred because they
provide the first noticeable changes quickly. It consists of the word "rouge", which means "red" in
French (17). Lipstick formulation contains ingredients such as ozokerite, carnauba wax, liquid
paraffin, other waxes, beeswax, castor oil, hydrogenated vegetable oils, stearyl alcohol (18,19).
Statistics show that more than 33% of women use lipstick, an average woman can swallow a lipstick
during her lifetime in terms of exposure.An ideal lipstick is expected to be shiny, easy to apply, not
accumulate, not greasy, long lasting, and not excessively odorous.
Lip Balm, on the other hand, is a protective, emollient and generally colorless cosmetic product
applied to protect the lips from cold, physical effects such as sun and wind (20,21). Sample lipstick
formulations in Table 3 and Table 4 and lip balm formulations in Table 5 are given. In addition, a
natural lip balm was obtained by making use of the antimicrobial properties of essential oils (22).
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Table 3. Rouge Base Formulation.
Ingredient
Ozokerit
Kandelila wax

Concentration
10-25
10-25

Function
Thickener
Thickener

Karnauba wax
Sıvı parafin
Katı Parafin
İzopropilPalmitat
Bütil stearat
VP/Hegzadekan kopolimer
Preservative

10-25
10-25
10-25
10-25
1-5
0.1-1
0.1-1

Thickener
Lubricant
Thickener
Moisturizer
Emulsifier
Film former
Antioksidant

Ingredient

Concentration

Function

Rouge Base
Hint Yağı
Dispers pigment
Opaque pigment
Siklometikon
Feniltrimetikon

50-70
10-25
10-25
2-20
0.1-2
0.1-2

Wax base
Oil
Colorant
Shining
Spreading
Fixing

Concentration
20-60
10-30
5-15
0.01-0.5
0.01-0.5
0.01-0.5

Function
Lip Balmı Bazı
Yumuşatıcı
Kıvam verici
Koku verici
Koku verici
Koku verici

Table 4. Rouge Colorant Formulation.

Table 5. Natural Lip Balm Formulation.
Ingredient
Cocos nucıfera oıl (Coconut oil)
Shea butter
Beeswax
Mentha pıperıta oıl (Peppermint oil)
Cıtrus lımon peel oıl (Lemon oil)
Cananga odorata flower oıl (Ylang
ylang)
Canarıum luzonıcum gum oıl (Elemi)

0.01-0.5

Koku verici

Foundation (Concealers) and BB (Blemish Balm) Cream
Powder foundations, which have been used for a long time especially in removing skin imperfections,
try to balance the skin color thanks to the pigments in their content, although their appearance is
similar to conventional powders (20). In the modern world, due to the limited time in personal care
and business life, cosmetics that can be applied more easily to people have gained importance. In
recent years, liquid foundation samples have started to become widespread for this purpose. With the
introduction of airless (airless) packaging into our lives, microbiological risks that may occur in liquid
products are prevented, and liquid foundations with moisturizing properties have taken their place in
the cosmetic world. (21). BB (Blemish Balm) creams have entered the cosmetic literature with the
addition of components such as SPF (Sun protection factor) properties, antiaging-anti-aging actives
into these foundations in order to meet the evolving time and changing personal cosmetic expectations
(23). Today, beyond these, CC (Color Correction) and DD creams have emerged to whiten thoroughly,
especially in Asian countries such as Korea. BB cream formulation is given in Table 6.
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Table 6. BB (Blemish Balm) Cream Formulation
Ingredient
Concentration
Sorbitan Olivate
2-5
Cetyl PEG/PPG-10/1 Dimethicone
2-5
Cyclopentasiloxane
2-5
Dimethicone Crosspolymer
0,1-1
Caprylyl Methicone
2-5
PEG-12 Dimethicone/PPG-20 Crosspolymer
0,1-1
Potassium Cetyl Phosphate
2,5
Sodium Acrylates Copolymer
0,1-1
Hydrogenated Polydecene
0,1-1
Phospholipids
0,1-1
Polyglyceryl-10
0,1-1
Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil
0,1-1
Cera Alba
0,1-1
Ethylhexyl Methoxycinnamate
2-5
Octocrylene
1-4
Ethylhexyl Salicylate
1-4
Butyl Methoxydibenzoylmethane
0,1-1
Benzophenone-3
0,1-1
Dimethicone
2-8
Dicaprylyl Carbonate
2-8
Silica
1-5
Triethoxy Caprylylsilane
0,1-1
Mica ( C.I. 77019 )
2-5
Titanium Dioxide ( C.I. 77891 )
2-10
Yellow Iron oxide (C.I 77492)
1-3
Iron oxide Red (C.I 77491,
0,1-1
Iron oxide Black ( C.I 77499)
0,1-1
1,2-Hexanediol
0,1-1
Tropolone
0,1-1
Caprylyl Glycol
0,1-1
Caprylhydroxamic Acid
0,1-1
Glycerin
2-8
Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil
0,1-1
Alpha-Arbutin
0,1-1
Tocopheryl Acetate
0,1-1
Allantoin
0,1-1

Function
Emulsifier
Emulsifier
Emolient
Conditioner
Conditioner
Conditioner
Emulsifier
Thickener
Emolient
Conditioner
Conditioner
Emulsifier
Emulsifier
UV filter
UV filter
UV filter
UV filter
UV filter
Emolient
Emolient
Thickener
Binding
Colorant
Colorant
Colorant
Colorant
Colorant
Solvent
Conditioner
Emolient
Chelating
Moisturizer
Conditioner
Conditioner
Conditioner
Conditioner

Butylene glycol

2-8

Conditioner

Sodium Hyaluronate

0,01-1

Conditioner

Tetrasodium Edta

0,1-1

Chelating

Deionized water

30-50

Solvent
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Nail polisher
Nail polishes, which are considered as one of the most important complementary elements of personal
care; These are cosmetic products that contain various types of liquid and fast-flying substances in
order to make the nails look shiny, smooth and shiny, as well as to nourish the hard horny layer that
has lost its vitality, which we call the cuticle layer (24). Water-based, peel-off nail polish products
(peel-off water nail polish) have also attracted attention in nail polishes, where comfort is extremely
important. In Table 7, a sample water-based peelable blue nail polish formulation is given.
Table 7. Modern, water-based, peel-off Nail Polish Formulation (Peel-off water nail polish)
Function
Ingredient
Concentration
Deionized water

30-40

Solvent

Hydroxyethylcellulose(HES)

1-5

Thickener

Polisorbat 60 (Tween80)

0.1-1

Surfactant

Siklometikon

0.1-1

Silicone

Titanyumdiokit

0.1-3

Color

Blue W6795

0.1-3

Color

Polyurethane-35 (Baycusan C 1004)

40-80

Aseton alternative solvent

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Color Cosmetics is an important part of our lives and especially women's cosmetic use. When using
cosmetic products such as mascara, lipstick, lip balm, foundation, BB cream and nail polish, while
choosing products with high performance, product safety and toxicological profile are one of the most
important parameters that should not be overlooked. The absence of heavy metals in the product
selection and providing the innovations brought by technology with natural raw materials as much as
possible will help protect our health while making it beautiful.
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ABSTRACT
In short, microneedles (MNs) are one of the interesting topics for scientists in both pharmaceutical and
cosmetic fields in order to overcome the barrier activity of the Stratum Corneum (SK) layer. Recent studies
with microneedles of different types and lengths are studied for optimal, painless active ingredient delivery.
Microneedle arrays can be fabricated from a wide variety of materials such as silicon, glass, metals and
polymers and are available in microneedle lengths (between 0.13 and 1.5 mm) (1).
Skin health is affected by many factors such as physiological factors, genetics, nutrition, and
environmental factors such as UV radiation and climate (2). Applications with MNs are used to correct
various cosmetic skin problems such as pigmentation problems, wrinkles, acne, burn scars, large pores on
our skin, and it is also a part of collagen induction therapy (3). With detailed studies on MN technology in
the last 10 years, it has been tried to facilitate the efficient presentation of cosmetics. MNs developed by
loading ascorbic acid and retinyl retinoate into HA-MN platforms in the fight against wrinkles was
examined by Visiometer software (4). In addition, the activities of minoxidil and eflornithine on the
induction and inhibition of hair growth, respectively, have been evaluated by various studies (5,6)
In this review, the use of microneedles (MN) in the field of cosmetics focuses on the developments and
sustainability to date. Commercially available samples used in cosmetic applications to improve skin
appearance were examined. Studies to date on the effects on the user's quality of life have been examined.
In addition, the security requirements that MNs must meet are tried to be explained.
Key Words: Microneedle, Cosmetics, Sustainability
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ABSTRACT
Plants extracts and phytochemicals are used frequently in cosmetic preparations from the past to the
present. Phlomis L. (Lamiaceae) over represented by 100 species in the world, where 46 are in Turkey.
In Anatolia the species are known and used as "Calba, Şalba, Ballık otu, Ayıkulağı, Deli Şalba", and
the aerial parts are traditionally used in scars and wounds. Antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and cell
regenerative effects are parameters in the utilization against scars. In this present study, primarily in
vitro antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, cell regenerative and cicatrizing activity studies were conducted
using cell cultures on 4 different Phlomis L species, namely P. pungens Willd., P. russeliana (SIMS)
Lag. Ex Benth., P. rigida Labill., P. kurdica Rech. Fil., respectively. The extracts were loaded into a
carbopol gel formulation, and evaluated using a wound/scar model in mice. Phytochemical analyses of
extracts were performed using LC/MS methods. As a result, the anti-inflammatory and cicatrizing
activity of the Phlomis species were supported by scientific data and evidence was linked to traditional
knowledge. Among the tested extracts P. rigida gel formulation both in vitro and in vivo results was
the most promising.
Key Words: Scars, Natural Cosmetics, Cell Regenerative
INTRODUCTION
Plant diversity is an important natural resource and concerns many fields, especially food and
cosmetics. The origin of some of the cosmetic products used in the market consists of in particular of
plant preparations. There are about 100 different species of Phlomis L. in the world and 46 different
species are recorded in Turkey (1). It is popularly known as Ballık otu, Çalba, Şalba, Ayıkulagi and
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Deli Şalba. It can be consumed as a stimulant and tonic, stomachic tea like sage leaf, and used as a
wound/scar preparation and pain reliever (2).
The purpose of this present study was to evaluate and determine the cell regenerative, antioxidant,
anti-inflammatory, and cicatrizing effects of the herbal preparations of Phlomis species, which are
known to be used in Anatolian folk medicine in wounds and scar cases. For the identification of the
phytochemical constituents, the air-dried aerial parts of the plant materials were extracted by
methanol. The phenolic constituents were characterized by the Folin–Ciocalteu method; in vitro
antioxidant activity was performed by ABTS• and DPPH• scavenging assays, respectively. In vitro
anti-inflammatory activity was evaluated cell culture assay. For confirmation, the wound healing,
cicatrizing and regenerative properties of Phlomis extract gel formulations were studied by both in
vitro and in vivo tests. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comparatively study on the in
vitro and in vivo antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, regenerative and cicatrizing activities of four different
Phlomis extracts in the cosmeceuticals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
P. pungens (ISTE 115025) and P. rigida (ISTE 115024) aerial parts from Malatya-Arguvan, P.
kurdica (ISTE 115023) from Malatya İnönü University Campus in July 2016; P. russeliana (ISTE
115022) were collected from Bolu Abant in June 2015 during the flowering season. Herbarium
material was prepared from the collected samples and their diagnosis was made by Prof. Dr. Şükran
Kültür. The samples were recorded in the ISTE herbarium (Istanbul University, Faculty of Pharmacy
Herbarium). The air-dried aerial parts were crushed and extracted with methanol (MeOH) by
maceration followed by filtration and evaporation (Heidolph, Darmstadt, Germany).
A. LC-MS Analyses
LCMS analyses were performed using the Shimadzu LC 2040c system. GL science intersil ODS
250x4.6 mm 5 µm column was used for chromatographic separations. A: Acetonitrile: water: formic
acid (10:89:1) and B: Acetonitrile: water: formic acid (89:10:1) were used as mobile phase. The flow
rate was 0.7 mL/min and the column temperature was set to 40oC. The Shimadzu 2020 MSD system
was used to obtain mass spectra (3).
B. In vitro biological assays
1. Antioxidant activity and total phenolic content
Phlomis MeOH extracts antioxidant capacity was detected using DPPH• (4) and using the Re and coworkers’ protocol (5). Obtained antioxidant data are studied comparatively with standard reference
substances such as Ascorbic acid and Trolox.
Folin-Ciocalteu method was used for the determination of total phenolic content of Phlomis MeOH
extracts. Folin- Ciocalteau’s reagent and Na2CO3 were mixed with extract and allowed to incubate at
45 ◦C for 15 min. The absorbance was determined at 765 nm at room temperature (6).
2. In vitro anti-inflammatory, analgesic and regenerative activity
2.1. Cell culture assay
The RAW 264.7 and L929 healthy mouse fibroblast were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10%
FBS and 1% penicillin (10.000 units/ mL) and streptomycin (10.000 μg/mL) at 37 ◦C under a
humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. For analysis of proliferative activity, MTT colorimetric assay was
used (7). Plated RAW 264.7 cells and L929 cells were treated with Phlomis extracts with
concentrations of 0.125, 0.250, 0.5 and 1 mg/mL. After 1 day, the cell medium was removed, and 0.5
mg/mL MTT solution was added, and cells were incubated for an additional 2 h at 37 ◦C. After 2 h
incubation, the cell culture medium was withdrawn; then, 100 μL of isopropanol were transferred in
order to dilute the formazan crystals. The optical absorbance was measured at 570 nm wavelength by
an ELISA microplate reader (Thermo Multiskan Spectrum).
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2.2. Anti-inflammatory activity
The anti-inflammatory activity of Phlomis extracts was detected by determining the stable nitric oxide
(NO) metabolite, nitrite levels, in a cell culture media with Griess reagent (8). RAW 264.7 cells were
placed in a 96 plate at the density of 5 ×104 cells/well and incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. The
cells were pre-treated with the concentrations of Phlomis extracts (0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mg/mL).
Afterward, the cells were stimulated with 1 μg/mL of LPS for an additional 22 h. The cell culture
supernatant was collected. The collected culture supernatant (50 μL) was mixed with 50 μL Griess
reagent and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 10 min. The absorbance was detected with a
microplate reader at 540 nm. The nitrite concentration was determined with the sodium nitrite standard
curve. N-Nitroarginine methyl ester (0.1 mg/mL) was used as a positive control.
2.3. In vitro Cell Regeneration/Scratch assay
Cells were seeded into 24-well plates at 1.5 ×105 cells/well, 0.4 mL of medium per well, and grown to
100% confluence after 24 h of culture. Before seeding, a three horizontal line was drawn for each well
to serve as a landmark to take photos of the scratch wound on the same point at a different time
interval (9). The cells were removed with a scratcher (SPL, Life Sciences, Korea), by creating an
artificial gap, scratch or wound. The cells were then washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) and replaced with 0.5 mL of high glucose DMEM that containing 10% FBS. Photographs of the
wells were taken at a 10x magnification using a microscope (AxioCam, Germany) on time 0. Cells
exposed to the treatment protocol with the Phlomis extracts at a dose of 0.125, 0.25, and 0.5 mg/mL.
DMEM used as a control group. The photographs of the scratch wound were taken at 8 and 24 h to
investigate. Images were analyzed by an image analyzer software (Image J.2.0 software, USA) by
monitoring the width of the scratch area at different time intervals (0.8 and 24 h) to calculate wound
closure.
C. Preparation of topical extract gel formulations
The gel of the extracts was formulated by mixing carbopol aqueous gel and hydroxypropyl cellulose
gel. For preparing Carbopol gel isopropyl alcohol, glycerine and Carbopol was mixed with water at 25
◦C. In further, triethanolamine was added to the mixture. A hydroxypropyl cellulose gel (2%) was
prepared. Carbopol gel and hydroxypropyl cellulose gel were mixed in 50:50 ratio and then the
extracts (5%) were added and the blend was stirred slowly.
D. In vivo experiments
1. Experimental animals
Balb-c mice (25–28 g) were procured from Istanbul Medipol University, MEDITAM, Istanbul,
Turkey. The mice were hosted in cages with food and water ad libitum, at 20 ±1 ◦C. Approval of
ethical was obtained from Ethical Committee of Istanbul Medipol University (Approval Number:
2018–09). The research was conducted in accordance with the internationally accepted principles for
laboratory animal use and care as found in for example the European Community guide-lines (EEC
Directive of 1986; 86/609/EEC). Mice were processed according to the laboratory animals ethical
guidelines.
2.Experimental animal groups and excisional wound/scar model
Forty-four animals were assigned into 7 groups of seven mice each as follows; Group 1: Control group
(sterile saline). Group 2: Blank gel group. Group 3: P. rigida group (extract gel). Group 4: P. Kurdica
group (extract gel). Group 5: P. russeliana group (extract gel). Group 6: P. pungens group (extract
gel). Group 7: Commercial group (Madecassol). The anesthesia of the mice was accomplished by
injecting 80–100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine intraperitoneal. Afterward, the shaving of
animals back hair was followed. In further, the formation of two full excisional dorsal wounds 1 cm
from the midline and 1 cm apart with a punch biopsy tool, was carried out. The scars treated as stated
to the designed animals groups. The dermocosmetic formulations were applied to the wounds surface
via topical administration. The administration was performed once every day for ten days.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the LCMS results, initially no flavonoid group compounds were detected at a significant
rate in the 4 extracts. However, small amounts of luteolin were found in P. kurdica, small amounts of
quercetin in P. pungens, as well as apigenin and luteolin in P. russeliana, respectively.
The antioxidant activity results of the extracts are listed in Table 1. According to the results, P. rigida
extract showed the highest in vitro antioxidant capacity.
Table 1. ABTS and DPPH radical scavenging effect of Phlomis extracts
Extarcts
DPPH
IC50 ± SD (mg/mL)
Standards
0,002
±
0,001
(Ascorbic acid)
P. pungens
2,41±0,02
P. kurdica
1,03±0,05
P. russeliana
0,91±0,08
P. rigida
0,89±0,1

ABTS
0,015 ± 0,001 (Trolox)
3,32±0,07
1,75±0,03
0,98±0,09
0,99±0,03

In the cell viability experiment, it was observed that the extracts showed a proliferative effect at
increasing concentrations. The highest proliferative effect was observed in P. rigida extract, and this
effect was also observed in other tested extracts (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Effects of Phlomis sp. extract studied at different concentration on L929 cell viability (A)
and RAW264.7 cell viability (B).
In the NO inhibition study, P. rigida extract showed the best inhibitory NO level at a concentration of
1 mg/mL among the tested extracts when compared to the tested samples. It reduced the NO level
from 60 micromolar to 30 micromolar levels as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Effects of Phlomis sp. on nitrite production in RAW264.7 cells stimulated with 1 µg/ml of
LPS.
LPS: Control group treated with 1 µg/ml LPS. Statistical significances were indicated for each
compound vs. LPS (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001).

Figure 3. Analgesic effect of Phlomis sp. extract on LPS-induced production of PGE2.
LPS: Control group treated with 1 µg/ml LPS. Statistical significances were indicated for each
compound vs. LPS (*p<0.05).
Among the tested 4 extracts in the cell culture stratch assay study, the best results were also observed
in P. rigida extract (Figure 4).
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A

B

Figure 4. Measurement of cell migration in the in vitro scratch assay. A fibroblast L929 layer
subjected to scratch and treated with 0.5 mg/mL concentration of Phlomis extracts (A. Phlomis rigida;
B. Phlomis pungens). Images captured at 10×magnification using a microscope (AxioCam, Germany),
at time 0, 8 and 24 after incubation. *p<0.05 compared with untreated culture (M: Medium (Control)).
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In the in vivo study, the mean scar tissue surface areas obtained with the P. kurdica, P. rigida, P.
russeliana, P. pungens, Empty gel and Madecassol groups were statistically compared with the
untreated control group (Figure 5). According to the results obtained, it was seen that the empty gel
application did not cause a significant change in scar healing compared to the control group. Besides,
at the end of the 5th day; A statistically significant reduction was observed in the Madecassol
(p<0.001), P. kurdica (p<0.001), P. rigida (p<0.001), P. russeliana (p<0.001) groups compared to the
control group. Likewise, at the end of the study (10th day); It was observed that Madecassol
(p<0.001), P. kurdica (p<0.001), P. rigida (p<0.001), P. russeliana (p<0.001) groups decreased
significantly compared to the control group.
In the histological (H&E) evaluation of angiogenesis compared to the control group, the empty gel did
not show a significant difference compared to the control group. In addition, a significant increase in
new vessel formation was obtained with Madecassol (p<0.01), P. rigida (p<0.01), P. russeliana
(p<0.05) groups.

Figure 5. Evaluation of scar tissue surface measurement (SFL) healing rates compared to the control
group p<0.01(**), p<0.001(***)
In the statistical evaluation of epidermal and dermal regeneration levels, histologically (H&E)
compared to the control group, the empty gel did not show a significant difference compared to the
control group. In addition, Madecassol (p<0.001), P. kurdica (p<0.05), P. rigida (p<0.001), P.
russeliana (p<0.001), P. pungens (p<0.05) groups A significant increase in regeneration
(dermal/epidermal) levels was achieved (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Light microscopy images of wounds (Hemotoxylin & Eosin (H&E) X100 and
immunohistochemistry (TGF-β, collagen, FGF, VEGF) X100. Photographs were taken 10 days after
scar incision
In the statistical evaluation of granulation tissue levels histologically (H&E) compared to the control
group, the empty gel did not show a significant difference compared to the control group. In addition,
Madecassol (p<0.001), P. kurdica (p<0.05), P. rigida (p<0.001), P. russeliana (p<0.001), P. pungens
(p<0.01) groups A significant increase in granulation levels was obtained. As a result of histological
evaluation, it was observed that, especially P. rigida and P. russeliana extracts caused significant
changes compared to other extracts, respectively.
CONCLUSION
As it is well known in folkloric use Phlomis preparations are popularly applied against scars and for
their anti-inflammatory activity. In this present study, significant results were obtained from traditional
folk use, which was the starting point of our study, and these results were supported by both in vitro
and in vivo data. Thus, scientifically proven information based on hundreds of years of knowledge was
collected and this information was formulated using modern up to date technologies. The findings
obtained in the present study were determined histologically and immunohistochemically, that the use
of topically applied Phlomis showed positive effects on cell regeneration and cicatrizing.
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ABSTRACT
Nanoemulsions is an interesting topic for cosmeceutical formulations today, due to their high physical
stability, high penetration, loading capacity and enhancing efficacy properties. Topical antioxidants
are widely used in cosmetic formulations to quench free radicals and protect the skin. One of them,
quercetin with high antioxidant and SPF potential is a very suitable active ingredient for cosmetic
applications. Nevertheless, cosmetic products containing antioxidants generally lose stability when
exposed to stress conditions and also are faced with low antioxidant solubility, penetration and loss of
antioxidant activity. For this reason, a new quercetin loaded nanoemulsions and its gel formulations
was prepared in this study for cosmetic applications to increase the stability of quercetin and improve
its antioxidant effectiveness for cosmetic. Nanoemulsion formulations were prepared by using high
energy and spontaneous emulsification methods and NaCMC (1%) was added to nanoemulsions to
obtain nanoemulsion-based gels. All formulations were characterized via Droplet Size, Polydispersity
Index (PDI), Zeta Potential and pH values, rheological, FT-IR and morphological analysis. The
resulting Quercetin nanoemulsions contained 171.25-328.10 nm spherical nanosized droplets, <0.362
PDI values with 28.73- 36.40 mV negative zeta potential values. The gelation of nanoemulsions using
NaCMC gelling agent, increased droplet size (p< 0.05) but the droplets maintain their nano-sizes and
homogeneous distribution and high zeta values were still obtained. All pH values were found in in the
range of 5.72-6.13, therefore the formulations were suitable for topical application. In addition,
nanoemulsion-based gel formulations showed a pseudoplastic behavior which is important for the
topical application. FT-IR results showed that quercetin is completely dissolved and encapsulated in
the lipid phase of nanoemulsions. The results suggest that, quercetin loaded nanoemulsion
formulations hold the promise of improved antioxidant efficacy, stability, skin penetration when used
in cosmetic products.
Keywords:
Nanoemulsion, nanoemulsion-based gel, quercetin, antioxidants, cosmeceutical formulations

INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology is an interesting topic in dermatology and cosmeceutical formulations today,
due to the advantages it provides in terms of increasing skin permeability as well as
enhancing efficacy in the recovery of dermatological disorders. One of the widely preferred
nanotechnology formulations in cosmetics is nanoemulsions.
Nanoemulsions are colloidal dispersions of two immiscible liquids stabilized using a suitable
surfactant or surfactant mixtures (1). Average droplet sizes are usually below 500 nm and can
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range from 10 to 1,000 nm (2). The two immiscible phases usually consist of oil and water,
which are enriched with oil and water soluble components. Mixing the oil and water phases in
the presence of an emulsifier forms nanoemulsions spontaneously or with the application of
high energy. Due to the small droplet size of nanoemulsions, these systems have a transparent
or translucent appearance and thermo-dynamically and kinetically stable (3). Although
nanoemulsions are in nanosize, they are not accepted as nanomaterials in cosmetics by a
regulatory point of view because of not meet the definition of nanomaterial. Regulation (EC)
No 1223/2009 defines a nanomaterial as ‘an insoluble or biopersistant and intentionally
manufactured material with one or more external dimensions, or an internal structure, on the
scale from 1 to 100 nm’ therefore excludes all other nanoscale soluble systems such as
nanoemulsions (4). Depending on the components of the nanoemulsions dispersed phase(s) or
the continuous phase, nanoemulsions are divided into three types: two-phase or multinanoemulsions. In all three types of nanoemulsions, the system is stabilized by reducing the
interfacial tension between the phases with a combination of surfactant and/or co-surfactant.
In addition to the oil phase, water phase and surfactant and co-surfactant, nanoemulsions may
also contain preservative, antioxidant and chemoprotectant substances in its formulations (5).
The selection of nanoemulsion components and their appropriate concentrations, the order of
addition of the components, the appropriate preparation method, the optimum mixing
speed/shear stress are all important factors to consider in developing a quality nanoemulsion.
In the preparation of nanoemulsions, the formation of nanosized droplets is carried out by
high or low energy methods. (3). In high energy emulsification methods, a large amount of
mechanical force is applied to the system to form monodisperse droplets. Mechanical force is
carried out using devices. These methods include high pressure homogenization (HPH),
microfludization and ultrasonication. On the other hand, low energy methods were developed
by studying the behavior of formulation components, the hydrophilic lipophilic balance of oil
phase and surfactant mixtures, and operating temperature. Low-energy methods include
spontaneous emulsification, phase inversion, and less commonly used catastrophic phase
inversion methods. (6).
Nanoemulsions are considerably superior to traditional emulsion formulations,
especially because of their high stability, solubility and absorption improvement. In addition,
nanoemulsions do not show toxic or irritating properties as they are prepared using excipients
that are recognized as safe [Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS)] approved by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Therefore nanoemulsions can be easily applied
on the skin or mucous membranes and that makes them a suitable delivery systems for
cosmetic products. Also nanoemulsions have high solubility capacity for both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic materials due to the large interface based on the surfactant between the oil and
water phases. (4,7,8). Nanoemulsions increase the water content of the stratum corneum and
show moisturizing efficiency in cosmetic uses (8). Nanoemulsions increase cellular
interaction by dissolving the cell lipid barrier or by fusion with the cell wall. Thus, it helps to
increase the penetration of many active substances and to pass through biological barriers (3).
In addition to the high formulation stability of nanoemulsions, nanoemulsions can protect the
encapsulated active ingredients from the external environment and improve their
effectiveness. As a result, nanoemulsions have been used in several cosmetic products
intended to be applied on the skin due to their high physical stability, high penetration and
active substance loading capacity properties and being easily modified (4). Today,
nanoemulsions are used in different dosage forms such as solutions, creams, sprays, gels and
aerosols (3,5,6).
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Quercetin is a polyphenolic flavonoid with high antioxidant activity and photoprotective
potential (9,10). Quercetin has shown highest antiradical properties among all the flavonoids
(9). In addition to its antioxidant effect, it has been shown to have antiallergic, antiinflammatory, antiproliferative, immunosuppressive and antimicrobial effects. Quercetin is
found in some natural products such as onion, cabbage, broccoli, apple, Ginkgobiloba, grape
and red wine (10). Therefore it is a safety, abundant and easily accessible active ingredient for
cosmetic formulations. As a result, considering its safety, easy accessibility and high
antioxidant and SPF potential, it is a very suitable active ingredient for cosmetic applications.
Also its antioxidant and photoprotective activity in cosmetics have been investigated in many
studies (11,12).
Topical antioxidants such as quercetin are widely used in cosmetic formulations to quench
free radicals and protect the skin. However, cosmetic products containing antioxidants
generally lose stability when exposed to stress conditions such as temperature, pH, light and
oxidation. In addition, antioxidants with low water solubility such as Quercetin are added to
formulations at low concentrations due to solubility problems. Another formulation problem
is the inability of antioxidants to penetrate the skin sufficiently. All these problems cause a
decrease in the antioxidant effectiveness of the cosmetic product (13,14). For this reason,
nanotechnological carrier systems such as nanoemulsions can be used to increase the stability
and solubility of antioxidants as well as their penetration on skin and to extend their
applicability in the cosmetic products. Moreover topical application of quercetin in
nanoemulsion formulations has been reported to have a significiently higher antioxidant
activity due to the effect of nano-sized droplets (9). In this sense, a new quercetin loaded
nanoemulsion cosmetic formulation was prepared in this study to increase the stability of
quercetin and improve its antioxidant effectiveness.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Nanoemulsions and Nanoemulsion-Based Gels
Quercetin containing (Q-NEs) or blank nanoemulsion (B-NEs) formulations were prepared by using
two different methods [high energy (HE) and spontaneous emulsification (SE) methods). Briefly, oil
[isopropyl myristate and Lipoid S100 (2%)] and aqueous phases [Tween 80 (1%) and ultrapure water
(Millipore Direct-Q® 3UV, USA)] separately. Quercetin and DMSO was added to oil phase. In the
HE method, water phase added to the oil phase under magnetic stirring. The resulting coarse emulsion
was homogenized for 5 min at 25000 rpm using a T10 Ultraturrax (IKA, Germany), and then
ultrasonicated with 40% power for 15 min (Sonoplus HD 2070; Bandelin Electronics, Germany) to
obtain nano-sized droplets. On the other hands, in the SE method, the oil phase was dissolved in
ethanol and then added to the aqueous phase under magnetic stirring. Subsequently, the excess of
solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure at 45 oC until reaching a desired final volume. B-NEs
were prepared according to the above procedures without quercetin. NaCMC (1%) was added to NEs
and magnetically stirred at room temperature over the night to obtain nanoemulsion-based gels
(NEGs).
Characterization of Nanoemulsions
Droplet Size, Polydispersity Index (PDI) and Zeta Potential
The mean droplet size (DS), polydispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential (ZP) values of the NEs
were determined using “Zetasizer Nano ZSP” (Malvern Ins. Ltd, UK).
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pH
The pH values of NEs were determined using a pHmeter (Thermo Scientific, Orion 3 Star, USA) at
room temperature.
Rheology
Brookfield DV2T cone and plate viscometer was used to measure the viscosity of the NEs at room
temperature.
FT-IR Analysis
FT-IR analyzes of NEs, NEGs and quercetin were carried out in the region of 4000-400 cm-1 by using
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Shimadzu IRSprit-T).
Morphological Analysis
The NEs and NEGs were imaged using TEM (Hitachi HighTech HT7700, Japan). After being
diluted 100 times, the formulations were placed on copper grid and dried at room temperature over 24
h. Images of the grids were then obtained at 120 kV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Droplet Size, Polydispersity Index (PDI) and Zeta Potential
The mean DS, PDI, and ZP values of NEs are given in Table 1. It was observed that the droplet sizes
and PDI values of the nanoemulsions prepared by the high-energy method were smaller (p<0.05). A
comparison of droplet sizes of HE-B-NEs - HE-Q-NEs and HE-B-NEGs – HE-Q-NEGs showed that
droplet size did not change with the addition of quercetin (p>0.05) while a significant increase was
observed in spontaneous emulsification method for SE-NEs and SE-NEGs (p<0.05). A comparison of
the droplet sizes of the NE and NEG formulations showed that the droplet size is increased after
gelation (p< 0.05). Nevertheless it was found that the droplets maintain their nano-sizes after gelation.
Also, ZP is an essential parameter for the physical stability of colloidal dispersions. The negative zeta
potential and the presence of non-ionic surfactants prevent the aggregation of particles by constituting
an electrostatic and steric barrier. About ±20 mV for the zeta potential of dispersed systems may be
sufficient for acceptable stability (15).
Table 1. The mean droplet size, PDI and zeta potential values of NE formulations (Mean±SD; n=6)
Formulation
HE-B-NE
HE-Q-NE
SE-B-NE
SE-Q-NE
HE-B-NEG
HE-Q-NEG
SE-B-NEG
SE-Q-NEG

Droplet size (nm)
171.25±4.86
177.10±4.56
292.93±32.99
328.10±45.08
192.93±9.09
198.48±6.35
331.27±19.86
357.75±37.91

PDI
0.147±0.015
0.147±0.016
0.311±0.035
0.362±0.024
0.192±0.008
0.204±0.015
0.340±0.031
0.371±0.025

Zeta Potential (mV)
-28.73±1.09
-31.42±1.09
-30.70±1.80
-36.40±2.22
-38.63±1.54
-43.10±3.37
-40.88±1.96
-48.25±3.11

pH
It is very important that the pH value of topical formulations is close to the skin pH in order to prevent
irritation. The pH values of NEs and NEGs were in the range of 5.72-6.13, therefore the formulations
were suitable for topical application (16). It was found that the pH values of NEs and NEGs did not
change with the addition of quercetin (p>0.05). On the other hand, a significant increase in pH
occurred by gelling the NEs with NaCMC (p<0.05).
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Rheology
Flow curves of NE and NEGs formulation are shown in Figure 1. Flow behaviors of the formulations
were described using “Power Law” model and calculated flow behavior index (n value). When n value
is equal and smaller than 1, the fluid is Newtonian and shear-thinning system, respectively. In our
study, while the n values of NEs were very close to 1 and exhibited Newtonian flow, the values of
NEGs were smaller than 1 which indicates the pseudoplastic flow behavior. Pseudoplastic behavior is
important for the topical application of NEGs as they become thinner under a shear stress. So they
becomes easily spreadable on the skin (15,16).
a

b

Figure 1. Flow curves of NE (a) and NEG (b) formulations (n=3).
FT-IR Analysis
FT-IR analysis of quercetin and formulations was performed to identify the active substance’s
structural properties and determine the interactions between the quercetin and other formulation
components. It was observed that the FT-IR spectra of blank formulations and quercetin-loaded
formulations were similar. Also, the characteristic peaks of quercetin in the Q-NEs and Q-NEGs were
not seen (Figure 2) therefore, it has been confirmed that the quercetin was dispersed at molecular level
in the formulations and encapsulated in the lipid phase (15,17).
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectrum of quercetin (a), HE-NEs and HE-NEGs (b), SE-NEs and SE-NEGs (c).
Morphological Analysis
The TEM images of formulations are shown in Figure 3. The analysis showed that the droplets were
approximately spherical.
a

b

c

d

Figure 3. TEM images of HE-Q-NE (a), SE-Q-NE (b), HE-Q-NEG (c) and SE-Q-NEG (d).
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Considering all these results, quercetin loaded nanoemulsion formulations were successfully prepared
with 171.25-328.10 nm spherical nanosized droplets, <0.362 PDI values and 28.73- 36.40 mV
negative zeta potential values. In addition, with the preparation of gel formulations of nanoemulsions
using NaCMC gelling agent, stable formulations with homogeneous distribution that preserve their
nanosize and high zeta values were still obtained. All formulations have suitable pH values and
rheological behavior considering topical application. Also FT-IR results showed that quercetin is
completely dissolved and encapsulated in the lipid phase of nanoemulsions. Consequently, obtained
quercetin loaded nanoemulsion formulations hold the promise of improved antioxidant efficacy,
stability, skin penetration when used in cosmetic products.
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ABSTRACT
Aerial part preparations of Cistus creticus L. and C. salviifolius L., Cistaceae, are traditionally used in
Anatolia as a hemostatic and wound healing agent. The air-dried aerial parts were extracted with
hexane, ethyl acetate, and methanol. The gel formulations were prepared from the extract and as a
pretest, comparative bleeding time between different species and extracts were tested on BALB-c
mice. Afterward, C. creticus methanol extract has chosen for further studies. The hemostatic activity
evaluation using Wistar albino rats in vivo tail tip amputation model. The chemical characterization of
the total extract was performed by high-performance thin-layer chromatography. The methanol extract
was loaded to a hydrogel base to complete a concentration of 2.5 and 7.5%. As a result, the 2.5%
extract gel was found more effective on both bleeding time and amount. Hyperoside and tiliroside,
which may be the components responsible for the hemostatic properties of the analyzed plant material,
were dereplicated as major constituents.
Keywords: Cistus, Blood stopper, Coagulating activity, topical application, Tail bleeding
INTRODUCTION
Cistaceae family members occur mostly in temperate and subtropical regions such as EuropeanAfrican and Mediterranean ecosystems (1). Cistus species naturally grown in Turkey are represented
by five species and known as ‘’tüylü laden, pamuklu, pamukluk” (2-4). The natural habitat for Cistus
species in the Mediterranean area in Turkey. In previous studies have shown that Cistus species have
various in vitro antibacterial, antifungal, anti-Borrelia, cytotoxic, anti-inflammatory, antiviral,
antithrombotic, antiatherogenic, antidiabetic, cytotoxic, antioxidant and antiulcer activities (6-19).
Also, as a result of various ethnobotanical studies, it is stated that Cistus creticus L. is used for
hemostatic and wound healing purposes in different localities in Turkey (4-6).
Another research in Turkey showed that C. salviifolius possess great efficacy towards ulcers according
to its wound healing activity (20,21).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The aerial parts of Cistus creticus L., Cistaceae, were collected on 28 May 2018 from Çınarcık,
Yalova, Turkey, and the aerial part of C. salviifolius were collected on 19 May 2018 at the time of
flowering from Çavuşbaşı Village/ Beykoz in Istanbul. Air-dried plant samples were stored under
appropriate conditions and powdered before use.
The air-dried aerial parts were crushed and extracted with methanol by maceration in a dark place at
room temperature. The plant extract filtered from the filter paper after consumption was concentrated
through rotavapor. The concentrated extract was kept closed in +2 / + 8 ° C conditions until it was
used for the activity studies and HPTLC analysis. For the HPTLC analysis, the extract was dissolved
in methanol (10 mg/ml) and used as a test solution. HPTLC analysis was performed on glass HPTLC
plates coated with silica gel 60 F254 (Merck).
Gel formulation
To prepare the base gel, a previously reported methodology was used with slight modifications (22).
Two different gels with 5% and 7.5% extract concentrations were prepared. Viscosity and pH value
were measured by using a viscometer and a pH meter, respectively. Formulations were evaluated for 3
months at 5±3 °C, 25±2 °C, and 40±2 °C.
In vivo studies
Firstly, we did an experimental preliminary study with twelve BALB-c mice and compared the
bleeding time between C. creticus, C. salviifolius extracts, and positive, negative control groups.
These results showed that there isn't a significant difference between the two-plant species. Therefore,
because we had more plant material of C. crecitus, we continued our study with this particular species.
Wistar albino rats were procured from Istanbul Medipol University, Meditam, Istanbul, Turkey. The
rats were hosted in cages with food and water ad libitum, at 20 ± 1 °C. Approval of the study protocol
was obtained from the Ethical Committee of Istanbul Medipol University (Approval Number: 201908).
Thirty-five animals were assigned into 5 groups of 7 rats, 35 rats in total. In vivo, the bleeding test was
performed in rats by the tail tip amputation method. At the end of the study, experimental animals
were sacrificed with carbon monoxide gas under anesthesia 23. In vivo study outcomes were given as
means ± standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM). Statistical analyses were evaluated with GraphPad
Prism 7.0 program. Statistical significance between groups was analyzed by one-way ANOVA
followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test. Values for p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical analysis of the C. creticus methanolic extract was performed by HPTLC, where hyperoside
(1) and tiliroside (2) were detected as the main components, while quercitrin was absent. The results of
the HPTLC analysis are shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, these components may be considered as the
main components responsible for the hemostatic effect of C. creticus. It is a well-known fact that plant
extracts rich in flavonoids have a high antioxidant capacity and accordingly exhibit various biological
activities (24,25).
The physicochemical properties of the extract gels were also tested, the stability studies indicated no
significant change in the pH, viscosity, and appearance of the formulations by the end of 3 months.
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Figure 1. HPTLC chromatogram of standard compounds and aerial parts of Cistus creticus methanol
extracts. Detection was performed at 366 nm with NP-PEG 400 reagent solutions. Abbreviations: H,
hyperoside (1); T, tiliroside (2); and Q, quercitrin
When the effects of the gel formulation prepared at 2.5 and 7.5% were compared to the control group,
it was found that the 2.5% extract loaded formulation was more effective on both bleeding time and
bleeding amount (Fig. 2&3). Therefore, this activity was concentration-independent. In relation to the
hemostatic effect, hyperoside was reported to possess blood coagulating activity (26).

Figure 2. Comparison of mean bleeding time of all groups. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. ***p
< 0.001 and **p < 0.01 compared with the control group. Ankaferd® blood stopper was used as a
positive control for a topical hemostatic agent
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Figure 3. Comparison of mean bleeding amount of all groups. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
***p < 0.001 and **p < 0.01 compared with the control group. Ankaferd® blood stopper was used as
a positive control
CONCLUSION
The pharmacological potential of the C. creticus is probably due to the capability of polyphenols and
flavonoids to interact with important cellular processes in which key enzymes such as cyclooxygenase,
lipooxygenase, phospholipase A2, NADH-oxidase, or glutathione reductase are involved.
Consequently, the hemostatic activity of the analyzed plant may be attributed to its major flavonoids
(active redox agents) which have been fully recognized as antioxidants or scavengers and the
hemostatic potential of the analyzed plant material is probably due to the capability of flavonoids to
interact with key enzymes of important cellular processes. According to its rich components, our
hemostatic activity studies, and previous wound healing usages we inference that a topical formulation
would be a good source of cosmetic preparation for daily use.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the interest in bee products has been increasing day by day, along with the interest in
traditional and complementary medicinal products. In many studies, the phenolic and flovonoids found
in honey and propolis show protective, antioxidant, antimicrobial, antiviral and antifungal properties
against UV rays, making these bee products valuable. In recent studies, it has been emphasized that
bee products play a role in cytokinesis and growth factors which are very important in tissue repair.
Although the therapeutic properties of bee products are understood when apitherapy is mentioned, it is
known that bee products have had a large place in cosmetic applications since ancient times.Honey,
propolis, bee pollen, bee bread, bee wax and bee venom have been used for therapeutic, wound
healing and cosmetic purposes from past to present. Today, the presence of 12000 plant taxa in Turkey
and 1/3 of them being endemic increases the production potential of various bee products. Skin aging
is part of a natural human “aging mosaic” that follows different paths and becomes evident in different
organs, tissues and cells over time. Skin aging is a complex biological process that is affected by a
combination of endogenous and exogenous factors. With this approach, there is an urgent need for
scientific research at clinical level for the use of propolis, pollen, royal jelly and bee venom in
cosmetic products, as well as monofloral honey produced in Turkey. In clinical studies on the use of
bee venom and royal jelly in cosmetic preparations, it has been determined that the anti-aging effect is
surprisingly high. The fact that the content of honey and other bee products has changed according to
the nectar source of the bee, geographical region and ecological conditions, it is obvious that such
effects need to be investigated separately according to geographical regions and nectar source.
Keywords: Bee products, Bee venom, Propolis, Anti-aging, Flovonoids
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Abstract
All of the microorganisms found in humans are called "microbiota" and the genome of these
microorganisms is called "microbiome". Almost 1-2% of human weight consists of microbiological
mass. Human is a "super organism" consisting of 10% human and 90% microbial genome (1).
Probiotics are microorganisms that have a positive effect on health. In probiotic deficiency, various
diseases or physical disorders are encountered (2). Many scientific studies have shown that the use of
probiotics improves gut microbiota, reduces hunger, improves postprandial glucose response, and
makes skin repair (1). In this study, the effects of liquid soap containing postbiotics on the epidermis
were demonstrated.
Keywords: postbiotic, probiotic
INTRODUCTION
Postbiotics refers to soluble factors (products or metabolic byproducts), secreted by live bacteria, or
released after bacterial lysis, such as enzymes, peptides, teichoic acids, peptidoglycan-derived
muropeptides, polysaccharides, cell surface proteins, and organic acids (3). Non-viable (ghost)
probiotics that are inactivated or that may have the ability to give positive biological responses and act
in a similar way to probiotics when used are referred to as "Paraprobiotics“(4). Paraprobiotics have
attracted attention in recent years in cosmetic care products, in immunocompromised individuals, due
to the possibility of low tolerance to probiotics (5). In order for the raw material to have a "probiotic
quality", it must be able to hold in the target area, positively affect the beneficial bacteria in the
microbiota, and must not contain toxic or carcinogenic compounds.
The skin is a complex barrier organ made of a symbiotic relationship between microbial communities
and host tissue via complex signals provided by the innate and the adaptive immune systems (6). This
interrelation creates the microbiota essential for healthy skin, with a delicate balance that is well
controlled. Exposure to various internal and external factors potentially affecting this balance affects
the skin's structure, either positively or negatively (6). Some studies have shown differences in the
skin microbiota (microflora) based on ethnic diet or lifestyle (10). Considering the ethnic structure, it
is striking that the skin structure of some races (Asian, Far-Eastern etc.) hides aging. On the basis of
the subject, the use of fermented (probiotic) products in skin care draws attention. In recent years, the
use of postbiotic raw materials for skin health and clinical research have become widespread. In
particular, it has become widespread to repair the skin barrier and use it in cosmetic products against
aging (8).
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Figure1. prebiotic, probiotic and postbiotic meaning
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the study, the effects of liquid soap containing probiotic bacterial lysate (postbiotic) on epidermal
(CL009 HiFi TM Human Epidermal Keratinocytes from Juvenile Foreskin Himedia) keratinocyte
cell viability were observed. Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline was used as blank control and
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate was used as cytotoxic control. Lactobacillus plantarum, Bifidobacterium
longum lysate were used. The protocol has been established according to OECD 439. The test was
performed on triplicate referance human epiderm tissues for all the series (sample, positive and
negative controls). Test method consists of a topical application on the epiderm model (EpiDerm EPI-200-SIT) of 30 μL for liquids, 25 mg for solids of the test item, followed by application of a
nylon mesh, and then. 35 minutes exposure in standard culture conditions (37°C, 5% CO2, 90%
RH). End of time, 25 minutes exposure at room temperature. Product, washing with Dulbeco
Solution at rom temperature. After wash, tissues incubation in standard culture conditions for 24
hours, followed by a medium change and additional 18 hours incubation in standard culture
conditions. After the post-exposure incubation, viability is measured using spectrophotometer (570600 nm) with MTT kit. The results were used to predict the hazard for skin irritation associated to the
test item considering the acceptability criteria. Each experiment consisted of 10 parallel runs.
RESULTS
In this study, the viability of keratinocytes and cytotoxicity caused by soaps were measured. Average
of viability: Liquid soap containing L.plantarum lysate %88, Liquid soap containing B.longum lysate
%82, Sodium dodecyl sul. %6, Dulbeco buffer %100, standard liquid soap %67 (figure 1). Average of
cytotoxicity: Liquid soap containing L.plantarum lysate %18, Liquid soap containing B.longum lysate
%19, Sodium dodecyl sul. %98, Dulbeco buffer %1, standard liquid soap %39 (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Average of viability: Liquid soap containing L.plantarum lysate.
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Figure 3. Average of viability: Liquid soap containing B.longum lysate
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Figure 4. Average of cytotoxicity: Liquid soap containing L.plantarum lysate.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
At the end of the studies, it was observed that the cytotoxic effect of standard liquid soap on the
viability of keratinocytes was more than liquid soap containing postbiotic bacteria. In this study, it was
observed that postbiotics reduce the irritating properties of soap. Therefore, the use of postbiotics in
skin care products shows that it can restore skin and delay aging.
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Abstract
In this study, Hyalunoric and Glycolic acids were adsorbed on Tutmaç clay. Clay
brought from the village of Tutmaç in Guzelsu town of Gurpinar district in Van. The clay we
obtained in the form of large particles was first sieved with a pore size of 0.038 mm (400
mesh). This ground clay was heated in an oven at 100 °C for 24 hours and stored in a
desiccator. The clay sample, that is, 0.2 gr clay, was weighed 10 times and adsorbed for 10
minutes at room temperature with 1,2,3,4.5 ml of concentrated Hyalunoric acid and Glycolic
acid for each 0.2 gr clay. The same operations were carried out for heat-treated clay. When
the adsorption process came to equilibrium, the samples were filtered on filter paper and then
washed with ionized water. The solid part was dried and the Differential Thermal Analysis
(DTA), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
analyzes of these samples were performed, and the results were obtained by interpreting the
analyzes in the central laboratory. In this study, studies were carried out on pure clay and clay
treated with acids. As a result of the processes and thermal changes, it was observed that the
amount of Hyalunoric acid adsorbing was higher in the untreated clay, and it was concluded
that these clay minerals can be used as a skin mask when suitable conditions are met. At the
same time, it was concluded that the pore structure of the clay was deteriorated and it moved
towards an irregular shape with the heat treatment of pure clay.
Keywords: Hyalunoric acid, Glycolic acid, Clay, Adsorption, SEM, TGA, DTA
Introduction
Clay minerals, which form an important part of the soil, have been formed as a
result of various changes in the earth (1). Clay, which is a sedimentary rock formed by the
agglomeration of particles of four microns or less and formed by the physical breakdown of
rocks and mineral masses, has a wide range of uses in the field of health, from pharmaceutical
formulations to cosmetic products (2). Clays are hydrated crystalline aluminum silicates
containing major elements such as iron, alkali (Na, K etc.) and alkaline earth (Ca, Mg etc.)
metals. They are classified as three-dimensional, two-dimensional (layered) and onedimensional (fiber structure) according to their crystal structures (3). For the effect of
minerals on the behavior of a soil, it is necessary to know the clay types in the soil along with
the amount of clay fractions in the soil (4). Clays have high adsorption capacity against
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positively charged inorganic or organic materials, thanks to their permanent negative charge
and high surface area (5).
Adsorption is defined as the bonding of molecules with a surface due to contact
effects and tensile forces on the surface (6). The adsorbate molecule may be weakly or
strongly attached to the adsorbent surface. In this case, physical or chemical adsorption is
mentioned (7). In the adsorption process; polymers (8), pumice stone (9), clay (10), bentonite
(11) and activated carbon (12) are some of the commonly used adsorbents.
Hyalunoric acid (HA) is a natural linear polysaccharide that is one of the most important
components of extracellular matrices (13). This natural anionic biopolymer is inherently
biodegradable, biocompatible and non-toxic, and has great potential in biomedical fields (14).
However, HA has low mechanical stability and rapid absorption capabilities in tissues. In order to
eliminate these undesirable properties of HA, it can be used to prepare additional polymeric
components from different synthetic monomers and polymers and/or even natural polymers such as
chitosan, silk fibroin protein, and thus in different formulations (15). Superporous HA cryogel has
been prepared and used in tissue integration for stem cell growth and tissue engineering in previous
studies (16). Clay-based composites have a wide range of applications in the absorption of toxic
species such as gas molecules, metal ions, organic molecules, and can be used as a rigid support in
bimolecular separation (17). Hyalunoric acid and Glycolic acid belong to the class of alpha hydroxy
acids. Since HA has the ability to absorb moisture, it is generally used in skin care products. Glycolic
acid is an AHA and is widely used in the cosmetic industry and is also one of the favorite acids of the
peeling process (18).
In studies conducted to examine the effects of AHAs on the skin, different AHAs were
formulated by adding them to water or mixtures of water-miscible ethanol, propylene glycol, butylene
glycol, and ethoxydiglycol at different rates. AHAs have purposes such as being effective at low
relative humidity in cosmetic samples, reducing wrinkles by re-forming the skin, making the skin
smooth with a bright and beautiful appearance (19). Deep research on lactic acid has led to the idea
that other AHAs will be moisturizing, and scientific studies have been concentrated in this direction
and the route has begun to be drawn in different directions (20).

In this study, clay-based Hyalunoric and Glycolic acid containing materials were
prepared for potential use in cosmetic applications. Morphological and physicochemical
characterization of the prepared materials were determined by SEM analysis. The thermal
behavior of the obtained clays was investigated by DTA and TGA analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The clay used in the experimental studies was obtained from the village of Tutmac in
Van Gurpınar county. The Hyalunoric and Glycolic acid materials were obtained from Merck.
The structure of the Tutmac clay was investigated in scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Taken with a Zeiss Sigma 300 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). A
secondary electron (SE2) detector was used for the images. All other chemicals used in the
study were of suitable analytical quality. The structure of the clay was elucidated by X-Ray
Diffraction Analysis. TGA analysis was performed regarding thermal degradation and mass
losses of the samples. TGA analyses were performed with Labsys Evo brand TGA device at a
speed of 10 ⁰C /sec in the temperature range of 0-1200 ⁰C.
The clay sample used in the experiment was taken from the clay quarry in the vicinity
of Van Gurpınar Tutmac (Krel) village and the clay sample was dried and ground in the mill,
then the clay sample was passed through a 400-mesh sieve and heated in an oven at 100 ⁰C for
24 hours and kept in a desiccator in order to reduce the moisture content inside has been done.
The adsorption process was carried out by adding Hyalunoric and Glycolic acids, which are
adsorbate, in different concentrations to the clay weighing 0.2 g. The prepared samples were
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mixed with a magnetic stirrer until they reached equilibrium at room temperature and filtered
and chemical analyzes such as SEM, DTA and TGA were performed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By taking the X-Ray Diffraction of the handle clay, the characterization of this clay
was determined as follows:
•
•
•

Mixed layer clay minarel,
Mostly Smectite + Chlorite + Illite,
Very little amount of Calcite, Quartz, Serpentine group and Feldspar.

Type of Clay Used in the Thesis and Its Analysis X-Ray diffraction analysis was used to
determine the type and general properties of the handle clay used in our study. As a result of this
analysis, it was concluded that the structure of the clay was as follows; Mixed bedded clay minerals,
[Simhtite (dominant)+chlorite],[Illite +Simectite] very little, Calcite, Quartz, Serpentine group mineral
and Ferdispet group mineral (very little) (Alper, 2013).

Figure 1. X-Ray Diffraction analysis of Tutmaç clay
As a result of the examination of the DTA and TGA curves of the clay, differences in the
adsorption values were observed in the comparison of the adsorption capacities of the heat treated grip
clay and the same clay without heat treatment. Accordingly, the Hyalunoric and Glycolic acid
adsorption of heat-treated clay showed less adsorption than un-heat-treated clay. We can conclude that
this is due to the waters connected to the clay in different ways. At the same time, it was determined
that the adsorption increased and decreased as a result of the binding of the waters, which are
connected in different ways in the pores of the clay, with Hyalunoric and Glycolic acids. Adsorption
decreased as a result of the removal of the water bound to the heat-treated clay. Adsorption was
observed more in untreated clay. This clay mineral we use or other clays similar to it are mostly
applied to the skin or body in the form of masks or mud baths for cosmetic purposes. Considering the
adsorption efficiency of this study, it was observed that it provided a retention rate of 31.57%.
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Figure 2. SEM image of pure clay

Figure 4. SEM image of clay treated with
Glycolic acid

Figure 3. SEM image of clay treated with Hyalunoric acid

Figure 5. SEM image of heat treated pure clay
at 400 ⁰C
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Figure 6. SEM image of Hyalunoric acid adsorption
of heat-treated pure clay at 400 ⁰C
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Figure 7. SEM image of the adsorption of pure
clay heat-treated at 400 ⁰C with Glycolic acid
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ABSTRACT
An increasing number of chemical ingredients are currently being added to the formulation of personal
care and skincare products, produced under unhygienic and non-standard conditions, which can cause
a potential risk for increasing cancer development. In general, cosmetics products causing cancer are
divided into five large categories of product types: talc powders, topical moisturizers, hair products,
miscellaneous, topical cleansers, and tanning products. Numerous scientific studies have been
conducted that low quality cosmetic products increase the carcinogenesis particularly in some types of
cancers such as parabens and aluminum in breast cancer, talc powder in ovarian cancer, and, hair dye
in breast cancer. Researches also showed that these cosmetic products contain endocrine disturbing
chemicals as well as cancer-causing chemicals, e.g., formaldehyde and formaldehyde-releasing
preservatives (quaternium-15, diazolidinyl urea, imidazolidinyl urea, DMDM hydantoin, and 2bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3 diol), phenacetin, coal tar, benzene, untreated or mildly treated mineral oils,
ethylene oxide, chromium, cadmium and its compounds, arsenic and crystalline silica. In this case,
prohibiting the use of the cosmetics containing cancer causing ingredients or substances is not a
practicable choice, that’s why novel strategies and approaches are required to concern about this
aspect realistically. The worldwide cosmetic regulatory authorities and management should be more
stringent in incorporating about this context. With ongoing controversies surrounding cosmetics and
carcinogenesis, the main objective of this review is to highlight the risks faced by consumers about
cosmetic products including toxic and carcinogenic ingredients, thus exerting a serious threat for
human health.
Key Words: Beauty, Cancer Causing Chemicals, Cancer, Cosmetics, Human Health, Toxic
Ingredients
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ABSTRACT
Citrus species are frequently used in cosmetics. They have an important place both in terms of
fragrance and flavour and cosmetic effects. In this study, in vitro anti-collagenase enzyme inhibition of
essential oils obtained from Citrus limon L. and Citrus bergamia Rosso. species were investigated
comparatively. Phytochemical analyses of essential oils were made by GC-MS. While the collagenase
enzyme inhibition of quercetin used as a positive control was found to be 72%, C. limon essential oil
was calculated as 46.1%, and C. bergamia essential oil was calculated as 34.2%. In line with the data
obtained as a result of the study, it was thought that lemon and bergamot essential oils could be used in
cosmetics due to their anti-collagenase effect.
Key Words: Citrus, collagen, essential oils
INTRODUCTION
Plant diversity is an important natural resource and concerns many fields, especially food and
cosmetics. The origin of some of the cosmetic products used in the market consists of plant
preparations.
The purpose of this present study was to evaluate and determine the anti-collagenase effects of the two
different Citrus essential oils, which are known to be used in cosmeceutical field. For the
identification of the phytochemical constituents GC-MS and GC-FID analyses were applied. Anticollagenase activity was investigated with a commercial kit. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first comparatively study on the in vitro anti-collagenase activity of C. limon and C. bergamia
essential oils in the cosmeceuticals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Commercial Citrus essential oils were kindly provided by Doallin Ltd., İstanbul, voucher samples are
deposited at IMEF Herbarium (Herbarium No: IMEF 1149).
A. Chromatographic Analyses
GC/MS analysis (Agilent 5975 GC-MSD system, Agilent, USA; SEM Ltd., Istanbul, Turkey) was
performed using an HP-Innowax FSC column (60 m × 0.25 mm, 0.25 μm film thickness, Agilent,
Walt & Jennings Scientific, Wilmington, Delaware, USA). Helium was used as a carrier gas and the
flow rate was 0.8 mL/min.
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The GC oven temperature was maintained at 10 min for 60°C, then heated to 220°C (4°C/min), and it
was kept for10 min. Then, it was maintained to 240°C (1°C/min rate). The split rate was set at 40:1.
250°C was used as the injection temperature. The Mass Spectra (MS) were documented at 70 eV, and
the mass ranges were from m/z35 to 450.FID temperature for GC analysis (Agilent 6890N GC, Santa
Clara, CA) was set to 300°C. Simultaneous auto-injection was applied using equal conditions in
duplicate. Relative percentage (%) amounts of the separated compounds were determined.
Identification of the volatile components was carried out by comparing their linear retention indexes
(LRI) toa series of n-alkanes. A C9–C20n-alkane standard solution (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) was
used for the identification. Computer matching against commercial (Wiley GC/MS Library, Mass
Finder Software 4.0), and in-house ‘Başer Library of Essential Oil Constituents’ library as well as to
literature was performed (1).
B. In vitro anti-collagenase activity
Test substances were initially dissolved in ethanol. The enzyme inhibition assay was performed in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions for the “Collagenase Activity Assay Kit (Colorimetric,
abcam 196999)”. Enzyme inhibition of substances was measured at 37°C in kinetic mode with a
multimode microplate reader (SpectraMax i3) at 345 nm. The enzyme inhibition of the substances was
calculated by comparison with the standards included in the kit. The % inhibition values were
calculated as mean values for all samples. Studies were carried out in duplicate (2).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
GC-MS analysis results of essential oils are given in Table1. The major component for both essential
oils was found to be limonene.
Table I. Volatile components of Citrus limon and Citrus bergamia
RRI
Compound
Citrus bergamia %
1032 a-Pinene
1.0
1076 Camphene
1118 b-Pinene
7.3
1132 Sabinene
0.3
1159 d-3-Carene
1174 Myrcene
1203 Limonene
32.0
1213 1,8-Cineole
1280 p-Cymene
13.0
1290 Terpineolene
1532 Camphor
1553 Linalool
1565 Linalyl acetate
1591 Bornyl acetate
1706 a-Terpineol
1751 Carvone
1804 Myrtenol
1.2
1845 trans-Carveol
4.0
1848 Geranyl acetate
1.0
1864 p-Cymen-8-ol
0.8
2157 cis-p-Menth-4-en-1,2-diol
1.3
2178 Limonene glycol
9.3
RRI Relative retention indices calculated against n-alkanes
% calculated from FID data
tr Trace (< 0.1 %)
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Citrus limon %
2.3
0.2
5.2
0.2
0.9
0.4
59.7
0.5
2.2
0.1
0.8
7.7
1.7
0.4
1.5
0.7
0.5
1.0
1.0
-

Substances that inhibit the collagenase enzyme have gained popularity in the cosmetic industry due to
their antiaging effects. Especially due to the acceleration in the signs of aging as a result of the loss of
collagen in the body, solutions to compensate for this loss are emphasized. For this purpose, new
collagen sources or solutions and resources to reduce collagen degradation are being researched. In
this study, the anticollagenase activity of two different Cistus essential oils was investigated for this
purpose. When the obtained results were evaluated, a remarkable anticollagenase activity was
observed in essential oils. While the collagenase enzyme inhibition of quercetin used as a positive
control was found to be 72%, C. limon essential oil was calculated as 46.1%, and C. bergamia
essential oil was calculated as 34.2%. Limonene, which is determined as the major component of both
essential oils, was investigated in previous studies and its antiaging potential was revealed (3). From
this point of view, it is necessary to carry out detailed studies on the antiaging effect of essential oils
enriched in limonene.
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ABSTRACT
In today's cosmetics market, inorganic and organic filters are used together in general
sunscreen products to provide protection for UVA (320-400nm), UVB (290-320nm) and
UVC (200-290nm) rays reaching the earth from sunlight. Sunscreen filters are basically
divided into two groups. Chemical UV filters show the ability to absorb UV rays. Physical
UV filters reflect the sun's harmful rays on the skin. Many UV filter materials used for UV
filtering have significant deficiencies and inadequacies in completely protecting people from
harmful sun rays. In particular, the low photo stability of chemical filters and the fact that they
are imported with high added value, create new needs in the sunscreen product group. Within
the scope of the project, it is aimed to generate a natural oil complex with UV protection by
emulsifying the natural oil mixture, which will be developed by us, in nanoemulsion form and
to combine this complex with the physical filter dispersion to formulate a sun product that
contains much less chemical filters by mass compared to conventional products.
Key Words: UV filters, physical filters, chemical filters, natural oils, UV absorption
INTRODUCTION
With the import of chemical filters such as avobenzone, octocrylene, ethyl
hexylmethoxycinnamate, which are frequently used in sun products, with high added value,
there is a situation that is dependent on foreign countries and has serious effects on the cost of
the final Product (1). Due to the low photo stability of organic filters, they do not allow longterm UV protection and reproducible SPF measurement, as their structure changes and
deteriorates after exposure to excessive amounts of light and heat. As octyl
methoxycinnamate (omc) decomposes to its cis-isomer when exposed to excessive UV light
(2). In current cosmetic applications, there are natural oils such as grape seed oil, raspberry
oil, wheat germ oil, carrot oil, sesame oil, which are proven and known to have an absorbing
effect in the UV region and can be applied in cosmetics and medicine (3). Within the scope of
the project, it is aimed to generate a natural oil complex with UV protection by emulsifying
the natural oil mixture, which will be developed by us, in nanoemulsion form and to combine
this complex with the physical filter dispersion to formulate a sun product that contains much
less chemical filters by mass compared to conventional products.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
By conducting a literature search, natural oils with effective absorption properties in the
UVA-UVB-UVC band were determined. In this context, samples were supplied by selecting
wheat germ oil, raspberry oil, grape seed oil, sesame oil, aloe vera oil, carrot oil, sweet
almond oil, olive oil and sea buckthorn oil. In order to find the natural oil mixture that will
provide the most optimum and strong UV protection and to create a natural oil complex, the
absorption properties of the natural oils were evaluated by UV-Vis Spectroscopy.
UV-Vis Spectrophotometer Analyses of Natural Oils
Natural oils were dissolved in ethanol (18mg/10ml) and UV-Vis spectra were obtained in the
wavelength range of 200-400 nm. Among these natural oils, wheat germ oil, raspberry oil and
grape seed oil showed the highest UV absorbance value.
In the next step, 3 different mixtures of wheat germ oil, raspberry oil and grape seed oil were
prepared in certain ratios and the absorbance values of these mixtures were measured in UVVis spectrophotometer. Natural Oil Mixture-1 gave the highest UV absorbance value in the
200-400 nm wavelength range.

Figure 1. Absorbance diagram of Natural Oils
Mixtures

Figure 2. Absorbance diagram of Oil

Nanoemulsion of Natural Oil Mixture
In order to increase the photo resistance and efficiency of the Natural Oil Mixture-1 with the
highest UV Absorbance value, oil-in-water emulsion type formulation studies were carried
out in the form of nanoemulsions.
Using Ultrasonic Homogenizer with different mixtures and ratios of emulsifiers such as
Ceteareth-25, Diethylene glycol monoethyl ether, Polyoxyethylene-polyoxypropylene
copolymer, the Natural Oil Mixture-1 was turned into a nanoemulsion complex by drawing
the droplet size between 100-600 nm. Droplet size analysis was done with Mastersizer 2000.
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Figure 3. Particle Size distribution of Nanoemulsion
Sunscreen Formulation with Natural Oil Complex
Our natural oil complex intermediate, obtained in nanoemulsion form and pre-stabilized, was
formulated in a sprayable rheology to give 50 SPF with inorganic filter dispersion and turned
into a finished product. In order to observe the effect created by our natural oil complex in
nanoemulsion form, it was sent to the In Vitro SPF test together with the «blank» sunscreen
formula, which has the same formulation framework but does not contain the natural oil
complex.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the sample containing the natural oil complex and the blank sample, 12 scans were made
with the Colipa In Vitro SPF test method using a special substrate with a rough surface
between 290-400 nm wavelengths and SPF values, critical wavelengths and UVA/UVB
protection rates were obtained.

Figure 4. In Vitro SPF Test Results of “Blank” Sun Screen
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Figure 5. In Vitro SPF Test Results of “Natural Oil Complex” containing Sun Screen
According to the results, both products provided 50 SPF protection. While the formula with
Natural Oil Complex content gave an SPF value of 60.03, the standard product without a
complex gave an SPF value of 52.75. The positive effect of the oil complex we have created
on SPF and critical wavelength has been observed.
CONCLUSION
Considering the potential risks of chemical filters, which are imported with high added value,
50 SPF sun products that do not contain chemical filters and are effective in the broad UV
band were created.
It has been observed that the natural oil complex, which is formed by mixing in appropriate
proportions with a nanoemulsion carrier system to provide optimum UV protection, has a
positive effect on SPF and critical wavelength.
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ABSTRACT
Sea water and sea creatures have always been a source of healing and beauty for people. The
therapeutic effects of these creatures were discovered in ancient times. In recent years, the increasing
importance of organic life and natural products in every field has become a subject of study. In recent
years, cosmeceutical products have become an interesting subject with the awareness of consumer and
their tendency to use natural content and health-beneficial cosmetic products. Cosmeceuticals are
products containing anti-aging creams and moisturizers with drug-like benefit, such as protechting or
improving the appearance of the human body, beautifying (1)
Substances such as vitamins, pigments, fatty acids, polycaccharides, chitin and chitosan obtained from
crustaceans and collagen, gelatin and peptides obtained from fish are used in cosmeceutical products.
Marine organisms such as fungi, fungal-like protists and bacteria, which contain bioactive substances
such as amino acids, carotenoids, fatty acids and chitosan like mycosporin, are used in face, body and
hair care with their anti-aging, skin whitening and protective properties against harmful rays (2).
In this study, striking examples of the importance and applications of raw materials obtained from sea
creatures in cosmetics are given.
Key Words: Cosmetic industries, sustainability, sea creatures, chitosan, chitin
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, wet wipes have entered our lives quickly and have become almost indispensable for
people. Due to its practical use, mothers also used wet wipes for the bottom cleaning of their babies.
Wet wipes consist of a combination of non-woven fabric and usually a highly water-containing
solution. There is a high risk of microbiological growth in wet wipes containing a high amount of
water. Therefore, many preservatives are used in high amounts in wet wipes to eliminate
microbiological growth. For example, hexamidine diisothionate, methylisothiazolinone,
benzisothiazolinone, imidazolidinyl urea, diazolidinyl urea, polyaminopropyl biguanide, DMDMH etc.
Baby skin is thinner and more sensitive than adult skin. In long-term use, skin problems such as
irritation and diaper rash occur in babies depending on the concentration and type of preservatives in
the wet wipes. In this study, MIC (minimum inhibition concentration) test was performed against
microorganisms at low pH (4.0-4.5) of pentylene glycol in order to minimize the preservative
concentration and the antimicrobial preservative activity (challenge) test of wet wipes containing
different amounts of pentylene glycol was performed.
Key Words: Pentylene glycol, 1,5-Pentanediol, MIC, Antimicrobial,
INTRODUCTION
Generally, a large number of preservatives are used in high quantities to protect wet wipes from
microbiological growth. These preservatives can cause problems such as skin irritation and redness in
the short or long term. In addition, they can cause an increase in water loss from the skin by disrupting
the skin barrier. When the barrier layer is broken, irritant components penetrate the skin more easily
and allergic reactions may occur on the skin. (1).
According to studies, the pH value of the skin is between 6.2 and 7.5 at the time of birth. However,
this value falls below 5 in an average of 1-2 weeks. It has been seen that low skin pH supports the
production of ceramide, which is one of the building blocks of the skin, helps to support the skin's
natural barrier layer, to keep the skin more moist and to support the good bacteria in the skin
microflora (2-5).
B&B preservative manufacturer performed MIC test for pentylene glycol and found the concentration
to be effective against microorganisms as 5%. MIC test of pentylene glycol at low pH (4.0-4.5) was
performed and minimum concentration values were found to be effective against microorganisms. In
order to keep the pH value of the finished product constant in the range of 4.0-4.5, a pH buffer was
created by using a conjugated acid-base pair. Different concentrations of pentylene glycol were added
to the wet wipe solutions and antimicrobial preservative activity (challenge) tests were carried out in
order to determine the minimum concentration at which it is effective.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the study, deionized water, pentylene glycol (Minasolve), citric acid (Jungbunzlauer), sodium
citrate (Jungbunzlauer) and nonwovens consisting of viscose and cotton blend were used.
MIC (Minimum Inhibition Concentration) Test
The MIC test was performed using the tube dilution method according to the ISO 20776-1:2019
method. A standard inoculum of the microorganism (1x106 CFU/ml) was prepared and added in equal
amounts to each tube containing various dilutions of the antimicrobial agent. It was also added to the
control tube, which does not contain antibiotics and is an indicator of growth. The media were
examined for turbidity indicating bacterial growth after an overnight incubation at 35°C. The lowest
concentration without visible turbidity that prevents bacterial growth is considered the minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC). The test was carried out at pH=4.5. Table 1 shows the results of the
MIC test performed in a pH=4.5 environment and the MIC test results of the B&B preservative
manufacturer for pentylene glycol.
Table 1. MIC Test Results of Pentylene Glycol
Microorganisms
Pentylene Glycol (pH=4,5)
(%)
Aspergillus niger
3
ATCC 6275
Candida albicans
0,15
ATCC 10231
Staphylococcus aureus 0,3
ATCC 6538
Escherichia coli
0,15
ATCC 8739
Pseudomonas
0,075
aeruginosa
ATCC
15442

B&B (%)
5
5
5
5
5

Wet Wipes Formulation
According to the MIC test results, 3% pentylene glycol, which is the concentration that can be
effective against all microorganisms, was added into deionized water for the wet wipe solution. It was
mixed at 100 rpm for 5 minutes using a mechanical stirrer. A pH=4.5 buffer was created using citric
acid and sodium citrate. After the wet wipe solution is prepared, the nonwoven fabric is wetted with
the solution to obtain the finished product.
Antimicrobial Preservative Activity (Challenge) Test
Antimicrobial preservative activity (challenge) test was carried out according to ISO 11930 method on
wet wipes containing 3% concentration of pentylene glycol. The result of the test is determined by the
logarithmic evaluation of the number of microorganisms in the wet wipes artificially contaminated
with microorganisms at certain time intervals (7, 14 and 28 days). Table 2 shows the antimicrobial
preservative activity test results.
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Table 2. Antimicrobial Preservative Activity (Challenge) Test Results
Sample

Wet Wipes
(3%
Pentylene
Glycol)

Microorganism
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
ATCC 15442
Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 6538
Escherichia coli
ATCC 8739
Candida albicans
ATCC 10231
Aspergillus
brasiliensis
ATCC 6275

Inoculatio
n
13,3x106

7.
Days
<10

14.Days

Evaluation

<10

28.
Days
<10

12,8*108

<10

<10

<10

Acceptable

24,2*107

<10

<10

<10

Acceptable

6,7*107

<10

<10

<10

Acceptable

3,8*106

<10

<10

<10

Acceptable

Acceptable

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the results of the MIC test for pentylene glycol at pH = 4.5, the concentration that it is
effective against all microorganisms was found to be 3%. It is lower than the concentration (5%) that
the B&B preservative manufacturer found effective against all microorganisms. According to this
result, it was concluded that low pH environment increased the antimicrobial activity of pentylene
glycol against microorganisms. Low skin pH supports the production of ceramide, which is one of the
building blocks of the skin, helps to support the skin's natural barrier layer, to keep the skin more
moist and to support the good bacteria in the skin microflora (2-5). The pH value of the finished
product being 4.5 is compatible with the skin pH value as a result of the studies.
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ABSTRACT
Chemoexfoliation –a generic name meaning chemical peeling- is the technique which entails stripping
off the dermal tissue to reach the desired skin depth by using chemicals. This also confers better
appearance to the skin. Chemical peeling is used for to remove the damaged dermal skin evenly and
for to allow skin rejuvenation well besides minimizing complications such as scars and unwanted
pigment changes (1).
This study targeted at preparing a new peeling formulation which consists of a mesoporous substrate
such as MCM-48 onto which an essential oil such as lavender oil was loaded via a green method that
utilized supercritical carbon dioxide (sC-CO2).

Figure1: Structure of MCM-48
Key Words : MCM-48, Lavender oil, Chemoexfoliation, Chemical Peeling), Cosmetics.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important criteria of sustainable cosmetics is to obtain raw materials by natural
methods. The raw materials used in natural cosmetic formulations; should be obtained by methods that
do not create environmental waste, do not harm human health, such as are renewable, natural and ecofriendly. The techniques of obtaining plant extracts, which are the most used raw materials, are very
important at this point. Take first placed among these techniques is the Supercritical Fluid Extraction
Method. Supercritical Carbon Dioxide, which is non-toxic, non-flammable, non-explosive, available
has suitable critical conditions, available in high purity and known as "Green Solvent", is preferred as
the fluid. In the method of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide (scCO2) extraction; it does not cause damages
to the features such as aroma, taste, color, nutritional values in the product, which may be caused by
high temperature. In this technique, which leaves no residue on the final product, it is also possible to
separate the final product into its components with different combinations of temperature and pressure
values. In this way, it is an excellent method to obtain pure and high quality products. (1,2)
Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) seed oil contains Linoleic Acid (Omega 6), Oleic Acid (Omega 9) and
Eicosenoic Acid rich in unsaturated fatty acids. Therefore, hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) seed oil it is a
high-quality raw material for natural skin care products with antioxidant property, sun protection,
repair, anti-allergy, anti-aging and moisturizing effects. (3,4)
In this study, hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) seed extract was extracted by supercritical carbon
dioxide extraction (scCO2) method. Antioxidant property and for daily use efficacy tests were
examined by using the obtained extract in natural cosmetic cream formulation. As a result of the study,
it was determined that hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) seed extract has significant effects.
Key Words: supercritical carbondioxide extraction, raw material, natural cosmetic, antioxidant, hemp
(Cannabis sativa L.) seed
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ABSTRACT
Hairstyling products can be designed in various forms such as hair gel, wax, spray, or mousse. In
addition to the main criteria such as hairstyling, maintaining the style for longer periods, and moisture
resistance, holding polymer used in hair products has certain performance criteria such as preventing
dandruff build-up, volume and curl enhancement. The formulation, viscosity, and structure of the
product are among the criteria that affect the usage performance.
The aim of this study is to add protection against air pollution to the properties of holding polymer,
which is used in hair gels, besides the holding and moisture resistance criteria. The test results and
analysis results on the product performance are shared.
Key Words: Hairstyling, Hair Gel, Holding Polymer, Air Pollution
INTRODUCTION
There is a worldwide known awareness on the air-pollution caused problems such as respiratory
diseases and allergies. The skin and scalp form the first barrier against air pollution. A study has been
published on the effects on human hair, based on the report by Industrial Toxicology Research Centre
dated 1994. Large suspended particle, small particles in the air, smoke and gas cause irritation and
damage to the scalp and hair. Air pollution causes scalp irritation, redness, itching, excessive sebum
secretion, dandruff build-up, pain in the hair follicles, and hair loss. (1) Carbomer is used for
thickening purposes and Acrylate copolymer as holding polymer in hair gel formulation. Polymers are
used as primary or ancillary ingredients in hairstyling products such as shampoos, care products,
styling products such as lotions and gels, to soften the hair, enhance the effectiveness of other
ingredients, improve combing, contribute to hairstyling and the structure of the hair, improve retaining
curls, provide consistency, and enhance emulsion stability. (2)
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, product tests were performed with hair gel users, and their comments regarding
hairstyling, fixing, long-term durability, weighing down the hair, dandruff build-up, smell, and
structure of the hair gel were evaluated. Holding and moisture resistance tests were performed on hair
gel samples.
In the development of different holding test methods (two-point bending stiffness) for hair strands, the
correlation between the practically relevant sensory evaluations on hair strands and a panel test in
which styling gels were evaluated was compared. (3)
During the stiffness test, different hair gel formulas are applied to hair strands, that have been kept in
the same conditions and have the same properties, and then, the force required to break the film
formed by the applied composition on the hair strand is measured. The types and amounts of
stabilizing agents used directly influence the result of this test. It is without a doubt that the fixing
strength is one of the most important measures of performance for hairstyling products. 3 Point
Bending Stiffness method was used for the test, and the force required to break the polymer film on
the strands of hair that is treated with the product was measured.
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The test is performed in 5 repetitions, using standard hair strands with a 2 cm width, 8 cm length, and
0.9 g net weight. The hair strands were washed in advance and conditioned overnight at 20-25°C and
40-50% relative humidity. A mixture of hair gel and water is prepared and applied to hair strands. The
hair strands are kept in a climate chamber at 21°C and 65% relative humidity overnight. Then, the
maximum force required to break the film is measured using the bending stiffness method.

High humidity curl retention test (HHCR test) is done by applying the prepared mixture to the hair
strands having the same properties, shaping the hair strands, and placing them in an environment with
the same humidity conditions. Deformation of the hair strands is measured at predetermined times.
The test is performed in 5 repetitions, using standard hair strands with 15.5 cm length and 2 g net
weight. The hair is preconditioned in a climate chamber (at 20°C and 45-50% RH) overnight. A
mixture of hair gel and water is prepared and applied to hair strands. Each hair strand is curled with a
Teflon bar and is kept overnight at 40°C / 20% relative humidity. The hair strands are kept in a climate
chamber at 25°C / 90% relative humidity for 24 hours, and during this period, growth and
deterioration of curliness of the hair due to moisture are measured.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the HHCR test results, the retention values were within the desired range.
Results for the hair stands kept in room conditions met the desired performance criteria, the results are
shown in the chart below.

Figure 1: Egos Hair Gel Curl Retention Test Results
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Figure 2: Egos Hair Gel Air Pollution Test Results (Microscope)

Figure 3: Egos Hair Gel Air Pollution Test Results (Adhesion and Removability)
How much protection the product provided is measured by comparing hair gel applied and unapplied
hair strands after contaminating the hair with activated carbon. The number of particles attached to the
hair and remaining particles after washing the hair was determined by monitoring the amount of
activated carbon under a microscope. According to the test results, while 38-44% fewer particles were
attached to the hair, further 11-43% more was cleansed after washing.
Thanks to this feature, Egos hair gel has become the first in Turkey for protection against air pollution.
It is planned to improve the results by conducting similar studies in the future.
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ABSTRACT
Anthocyanins, derived from the Greek words 'anthos meaning flower' and kyanos-dark blue',
are among the plant secondary metabolites. The chemical structure of anthocyanins, as shown
in Figure 1 containing 15 C atoms resembles that of flavans. The most known anthocyanins –
namely Pelargonidin, Cyanidin, Delphinidin, Peonidin, Petunidin and Malvidin- differ with
respect to their R1 and R2 functional end groups in their structures (1,2). Anthocyanins are
found in fruits and vegetables with color (i.e., grapes, apples, blueberries, strawberries,
blackberries, raspberries, carrots, eggplant, cabbage, beets, and onions). Anthocyanins differ
in their color (i.e., orange, pink, red, magenta, purple, blue and blue-black) which arises from
various parameters such as pH, temperature and light. Anthocyanins, which are coded with
E163 according to the regulations of the European Union and are approved as a natural color
by the FDA, have found application in a great variety of fields (i.e., cosmetics, food and
pharmaceutical industries) due to the variety in their colors and low toxicity.(2).
In this study, striking examples of importance and application of anthocyanins in cosmetics
are given.

Figure1: General structure of anthocyanins (2).
Key Words: Cosmetics, Cosmeceuticals, Anthocyanins.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays; manufacturers and consumers desire multifunctional, natural, high performance, human
and environmentally friendly ingredients/actives and products in cosmetics and personal care market.
UV blocking actives are commonly used in vast variety of formulation types in cosmetics. UV
radiation can cause serious problems such as skin aging, cancer and suppresion of immune system.
There are mainly two types of filters that offer protection from harmful electromagnetic waves of solar
spectrum; organic/chemical and inorganic/mineral filters. Both types of filters interact with UV-rays
differently. Organic filters act by absorbing UV rays whereas inorganic filters block incident radiation
via reflection, scattering and absorption. Among UV filters, zinc oxide (ZnO) is the only globally
approved natural, mineral-based UV filter that provides protection against both UVA and UVB rays
(broad spectrum UV protection). Therefore, ZnO can offer great and reliable solutions as a cosmetic
ingredient. MicNo® form of ZnO offers superior transparency and UV protection performance due to
its unique structural characteristics such as excellent film forming properties and elimination of whitecast on skin upon application, both of which is difficult to obtain from a nano- or micron-sized powder
alone. When two or more UV filters are combined in a formulation, there is a possibility that resultant
UV protection performance are greater than the contribution of individual filters. In other words,
synergistic performance can be obtained. Here, we show that it is possible to observe such synergistic
effects when MicNo®-ZnO particles are combined with TiO2, organic filters or combination of both.
The inclusion of a certain amount of secondary filter can greatly boost the in-vitro SPF of MicNo®ZnO. This gives the formulator great flexibility in designing unique formulations. For instance,
achieving mineral only SPF50 formulations is feasible by combining MicNo®-ZnO and TiO2.
Additionally, high performance products can be obtained by minimal use of actives.
Key Words: Zinc oxide, inorganic UV filter, UV booster, sunscreen
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ABSTRACT
Oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions are widely used in various fields including pharmaceutics,
drug delivery, cosmetics, food industry, and so on. For stable emulsions, surfactants and/or
amphiphilic polymers are typically used that can reduce the interfacial tension and prevent the droplets
from aggregating by creating a steric hindrance between the dispersed droplets. Despite the intense
need, the use of surfactants is becoming more and more limited due to legal obligations such as
toxicity, biocompatibility and environmental impact. Therefore, manufacturers have to replace
synthetic surfactants with label-friendly natural alternatives in product formulations. Engineering
interfacial structures using solid particles as emulsifiers provides a promising strategy to produce
reduced surfactant or surfactant-free emulsions. Pickering emulsion is an emulsion system stabilized
by solid particles instead of surfactants. Unlike surfactants, once solid particles adhere to the surface
of dispersed droplets, they are irreversibly fixed there, forming stable Pickering emulsions. In this
paper, we aimed to prepare stable Pickering emulsions based on natural oils and water by using
inorganic particles such as zinc oxide and/or titanium dioxide which are widely used as natural UV
filters in sunscreens.
Key Words: Pickering emulsion, inorganic particles, UV filter, emulsion stabilization, suspoemulsion
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ABSTRACT
Alcohol-based hand sanitizer with greater than 60% alcohol often containing trace amounts of
quaternary ammonium salts are most used products to sanitize hands by denaturing the
proteins of microbes and inactivating viruses. They suffer from some limitations: They
evaporate very quickly providing short-termed sanitizing effect. Their repeated use leads to
the incidences of obtaining cracked and painful skins. Due to high concentration of organics
there is a concern in terms of fire hazards (1). The purpose of this study was to develop a
waterborne formulation based on fatty alcohol modified siloxanes. A commercial obtained
siloxane was firstly modified with fatty alcohols and emulsified in water to produce a clear
nanoemulsion. The performance of the obtained formulation was successfully tested
according to TS EN 1276 against Esherichia coli (ATCC 10536), Staphylococcus aureus
(ATCC 6538), Entererococcus hirae (ATCC 10541), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC
15442) Enterecoccus faecium (ATCC 6057). Additionally, it showed residual effect by
building a protective film on applied surface.
Key Words: Water-Borne, Siloxanes, Hand Sanitizer.
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ABSTRACT
There are various factors that affect the skin microbiota. Therefore, it is not always easy to
achieve bacterial balance. The balance of these microorganisms in the body is of great
importance on human health. The pre- and probiotics have the capacity to optimize, maintain
and restore the microbiota of the skin in different ways. Prebiotics in general have been found
to stimulate the immune system in vitro and in vivo. The use of pre- and probiotics for skin
care is in its infancy. However, there are a number of products that are beginning to
incorporate pre- and/or probiotics in their formulations. In this study, moisture measurement
tests were carried out by using the Corneometer® CM 825 probe, comparing the wet wipes
containing prebiotics, maltodextrin and inulin, with the wet wipes not containing prebiotics.
Key Words: Prebiotics, Maltodextrin, Inulin, Moisturizing, Corneometer
INTRODUCTION
The human body is home to a wide variety of microorganisms, and while the majority of
these small creatures are located in the body, some of them live on the body (1). The balance
of these microorganisms in the body is of great importance on human health; an environment
where harmful bacteria predominates over beneficial ones endanger human health. Prebiotics
were originally defined as “selected fermented ingredients that have an impact on human
health, allowing certain changes in the composition or activation of the gastrointestinal
microbiota”. Although it has become popular with food products prepared with various
ingredients and stimulating beneficial intestinal microflora, it has been understood that it will
provide the balance in any microbial environment over time (2). As a result of these findings,
it has been seen that prebiotics can be used in the cosmetics as they selectively stimulate the
activity and growth of normal skin microbiota (3). When pre- and probiotics are used
systemically (nutrition) or superficially, they have beneficial effects such as optimizing,
protecting and renewing the skin microbiota. Through cosmetic formulations, prebiotics can
be applied directly to the skin and increase the activation and growth of "normal" skin
microbiota. When we look at the nutritional products containing pre- and probiotics, it can be
said that they have a positive effect on the skin by providing a healing effect in atopic
diseases and regulating the immune system (3). In vivo and in vitro studies on prebiotics have
shown that prebiotics stimulate the immune system and the growth of probiotics. For
example, the use of glucooligosaccharides has been found to be useful in controlling the
growth of S. aureus, which causes atopic dermatitis. In addition, studies have emphasized that
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the bacteria that trigger acne are suppressed in the presence of glucomannan hydrolysates.
There are many studies conducted for this and similar prebiotics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the study, deionized water, maltodextrin, inulin, and other raw materials as preservative,
surfactant and pH adjuster were used.
Wet Wipes Formulation
To prepare the wet wipe solution, the preservative was first added to the deionized water. The
conjugated acid-base pair was used to adjust pH buffer. Then, the nonionic surfactant was
added, following with inulin and maltodextrin and the mixture is continue to mixing until a
clear solution was obtained. After the wet wipe solution is prepared, the nonwoven fabric is
wetted with the solution to obtain the finished product. According to the wetting factor, the
amount of solution to be absorbed to one dry tissue is determined and the finished product is
obtained by wetting the dry papers under appropriate conditions.
Corneometer Tests
Before the samples have been applied, control measurements from the inner parts of the left
and right arms were recorded. Later, the samples of wet wipes have been applied to the inner
arms of users, and by using Corneometer probe their moisturizing effects were analyzed. The
results were recorded 1 min (T1), 30 min (T2), 60 min (T3) and 120 min (T4) after the
application using Corneometer® CM 825 probe by taking measurements from the inner parts
of the left and right arms. The obtained values are measured from healthy skin at a
temperature of 20°C and relative humidity of 40% to 60%, which is considered normal room
conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A sample of each of the two wet wipes was taken and applied to the inner parts of the left and
right arm.
Measurements were taken and recorded with the Corneometer® CM 825 probe at the
specified time intervals.
Left arm: Uni Baby Sensitive Islak Bebek Havlusu
Right arm: Prebiyotik İçeren Islak Bebek Havlusu
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Table 1. Moisture measurement on left arm compared with control values
Control

Left arm

Left arm
(T0)

T1
1 min

T2
30 min

T3
60 min

T4
120 min

Average

38,21

47,19

44,24

42,89

42,18

Standard
deviation
Min.

7,69

20,56

11,33

7,79

7,90

29,53

22,18

30,9

31,03

32,57

Max.

50,97

71,9

61,37

53,37

56,5

% Change
T1 min/T0
Significance

%23,5
S*

*NS: Non Significant (p ≤ 0.05) - S: Significant (p > 0.05)
Table 2. Moisture measurement on right arm compared with control values
Control

Right arm

Right arm

T1
1 min

(T0)
Average
Standard
deviation
Min.
Max.
% Change
T1 min/T0
Significance

T2
30 min

T3
60 min

37,06
4,89

65,35
36,49

41,43
8,49

41,21
6,05

40,69
7,02

30,2
44,13

20,51
110,83
%76,3

28,7
50,2

32,97
47,9

32,97
52,4

S*

*NS: Non Significant (p ≤ 0.05) - S: Significant (p > 0.05)

Comparison of Moisture Measurements of Wet Wipes
% Increase compared to control

T4
120 min

90
80
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Uni Baby Sensitive Wet Wipes

Wet Wipes with prebiotics

Figure 1. Percent increase in moisture measurements compared to control
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As a result of the moisture efficacy tests, it was observed that the wet wipes containing
prebiotics increased the skins moisture three times more than the product Uni Baby Sensitive
Baby Wet Towel, according to the measurements made immediately after the products were
applied (T1=1 min).
However, since wet wipes do not contain barrier-forming components, they cannot keep the
skins moisture at the same level for a long time. In the study, while the amount of skins
moisture increased more than the control at the time of T1; in time periods T2, T3, T4, the
increase in moisture decreased gradually compared to the control.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, sustainability on the cosmetics industry has received groving interest from consumers,
cosmetics industries and organization, as well as academics from various disciplinary fields. Increasing
concers about cosmetics safety, environmental impact as and social impacts as those resulting from unfair
trade have intensified attention given to such topic. As sustainability impacts occur at all stages of the
cosmetic product life cycle, information on this topic deserves more attention in raw material selection. (1)
Supercritical carbon dioxside (scCO2) extraction is valuable technolgy in seeds. scCO2 extraction as a green
technolgy is alternative method replace or to complement conventional industrial process such as pressing
and solvent extraction. Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) technique has many advantages over traditional
methods, espacially in preservation of thermosensitve compounds using low temperatures. scCO2
extraction, are characterized by high mass transfer rates, liquid like density, and variable selectivity
(achievavble by variation of temperature and pressure). By variation of selectivity extracts of desirable
content and concentration of certain compounds can be produced. One of very iportant characteristics of
this extraction technique is production of extracts without residues of extraction solvent –“solvent free
extracts “. (2) Black cumin (Nigella sativa L.) is an indigenous herbeceous plant that is known more
commonly as the fennel flower plant and belongs to the Buttercup or Ranunculaceae family. It grows in the
Mediterranean countries and is extensively cultivated in India and Pakistan. Many compenents are
characterized in the oil of black cumin (Nigella sativa L.) in which thymoquinone is the major one
identified and the main active constituent. The oil of black cumin (Nigella sativa L.) and thymoquinone are
known to have strong antioxidant activities. In addition, studies have shown that thymoquinone has a
number of pharmacological activities, including anti-inflammatory, immunomodulatory, anti-histaminic,
anti-microbial and anti-tumor effects. (3,4) In this study, black cumin (Nigella sativa L.) extract was
extracted by supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) extraction method and Soxhlet extraction. When the
amount of thymoquinone in the extracts was compared, it was observed that the amount of thymoquinone
in the extract obtained by the supercritical carbon dioxide scCO2 extraction method was higher. According
to this result, scCO2 extraction is a very good method for obtaining thymoquinone, which is a natural raw
material source.
Key Words: Sustainable, supercritical carbondioxide extraction (scCO2), black cumin (Nigella sativa L.),
natural cosmetic, green technology.
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ABSTRACT
Photoaging of skin under sun by ultra violet (UV) radiation is the main cause of skin damage, but the
exposure to artificial high energy visible light (400-500nm) got great attention due to its skin
damaging effect. Current development in electronics and expanding usage of gadget such as
smartphone and their prolonged exposure led to generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS).
However, the mechanisms underlying its action have not yet been explained clearly. Moreover, it has
been reported in previous studies that blue light trigger ROS production especially in mitochondria
and also inhibit the proliferation in skin keratinocytes. In addition, reduction in flavins caused
detectable physiological changes of skin by prolonged exposure to visible light which also contribute
in wrinkles, worsening skin laxity and especially hyperpigmentation. The reported research shown
that, Titanium oxide and zinc oxide nanoparticle had shown promising result in UV absorption but
iron oxide nanoparticle had shown significant result to attenuate blue light. Now a days, many antiaging products (antioxidant, botanical) are available but hybrid (organic and inorganic) green nano
formulation has immense potential to combat the effect of blue light and replace the former ones.
Key Words: hybrid green cosmetic, blue light, photoaging
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ABSTRACT
Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) has a whitening effect on the skin by inhibiting the enzyme
tyrosinase that plays a role to formation of melanin pigment, which gives the skin its natural
color. Within the scope of this study, the amount of vitamin C contained in the black rosehip
fruit, which is known to be rich in vitamin C, was elucidated by HPLC-DAD method. As a
result of the analysis, the vitamin C content was found to be 4.32%. Accordingly, a whitening
cream containing black rosehip fruit extract was formulated. The obtained cream sample was
treated to anti-pigmentation analysis to determine the whitening effectiveness. Antipigmentation analysis results showed that tyrosinase enzyme inhibition was increased in a
dose-dependent manner at 100 and 200 µg/ml concentrations.
Key Words: Cosmetics, Rosa pimpinellifolia L., Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid), Whitening
Effect,
INTRODUCTION
Rosehip is a wild and natural fruit which and a kind of rose plant that exists in Rosaceae
family and belongs to Rosa genus. This plant can extend up to 1-1,5 meters and its thorn
number is very high and has an average of 7-11 oval leaflets (1,3). Its flowers are white or
creamy white in color. The fruits are purpley black in color, sphere-shaped side-pressed and
hairless. The flowering time is June and July (1). It grows in arid and rocky slopes, volcanic
rocks or limestone soils at 1200-2750 m altitude. Rosa canina L. (rosehip) is rich in sugars,
vitamin C, phenols, antioxidants, macro and micro elements and many other biologic active
components. Besides this, it is also known that rosehip has a high phenolic matter content (7).
Rosa L. (Rosaceae) contains nearly 150 sub-species that grow in the northern hemisphere (3).
Rosa pimpinellifolia L., rich in Vitamin C, it is a potential anthocyanin depot. The antioxidant
effect is caused by vitamin C and phenolics (4). Rosa pimpinellifolia L. due to the
anthocyanins contained in it, it can be used as a source of natural pigment, that is, a colorant
(2). Rosehip fruits have vitamins C, P, A, B1, B2, E and K (1). Natural distribution of R.
pimpinellifolia throughout the world is Northwest, China, South Siberia, North Africa, North
America, Asia, Europe and Anatolia. Rosa pimpinellifolia L. is spread into the high
mountainous cuttings of Bayburt, Tokat, Gümüşhane, Erzurum, Kars, Van and Ağrı in Turkey
(4).
Vitamin C (L-Ascorbic acid) is readily degraded by oxidation, especially in aqueous media.
Vitamin C and its derivatives act as reducers and block the chain of oxidations transforming
tyrosine into melanin at different points.
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Furthermore, the interaction of ascorbic acid with copper, an essential cofactor in tyrosinase
activity, explains the tyrosinase inhibitor effect observed in vitro. Vitamin C is used in
cosmetics in concentrations ranging from 4% to 20% (5).
Vitamin C acts as an effective antioxidan. It is protection against Ultraviolet (UVB) rays the
treatment of hyperpigmentation, as an immunostimulant, to prevent carcinogenic changes to
the skin, an anti-wrinkling agent.
Skin whiting is used to improve the appearance of skin as well as the lighting of the skin
through artificial such as creams, lotions, soaps and injections (6,7).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
HS68 cell line
DMEM
FBS
FBS
Human Tyrosinase ELISA Kit
HPLC-DAD
Rotary evaporator
Methods
Rosa pimpinellifolia L. fruit extract was obtained by ethyl alcohol extraction. The percentage
of vitamin C in Rosa pimpinellifolia L. was determined by HPLC method. It was used in the
cream formulation and the whitening effectiveness of the cream was tested with the antipigmentation method.
Human epidermal melanocyte cell line HS68 (ATCC PCS-200-013) from ATCC was used in
all experiments in the study. Cells were grown in a special medium prepared for melanocyte
cell cultures with DMEM (ATCC Cat No: 30-2006) supplemented with 10% FBS and 2%
glutamine and incubated at 37°C’in a 5% CO2 oven. A mixture of 0.25% trypsin and 0.03%
EDTA was used for trypsinasis of cells as suggested by ATCC.Cells were routinely fed every
2 days and passaged when they reached 85% fullness. In the last passage, T-25 flasks were
seeded to 30,000 cells / flask, and at the end of two days the cells became confluent with 80%
or more and were incubated for 48 hours. Lysate was prepared from cells exposed to test
material doses (50 µg / ml, 100 µg / ml, 200 µg / ml) for two days and stored at -20°C until
the test time.
Nunume extract and control group were studied in 5 replicates. Only the medium was used as
control
group. Sample extraction was carried out in accordance with ISO 10993-12 standards (72 h at
37°C).
Tyrosinase enzyme levels in human epidermal melanocyte cell lysates were determined using
the Human Tyrosinase ELISA Kit after 48 hours incubation time.
The kit contains a 96-well plate coated with a monoclonal antibody specific for the tyrosinase
enzyme.
Before starting the experiment, each well was washed four times with 300 yıkamaL of 1x
wash buffer (Tween 20 and PBS mixture). 50 ml of the test material groups and control
groups applied at the specified doses were taken and added to these wells. Incubate for two
hours at 200 rpm on a shaker at room temperature.
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Each well was washed four times with 300 ml of 1x wash buffer. 100 ml of Human anti
trosinase antibody was then added to each well. It was incubated for one hour at room
temperature with shaker. Each well was washed four times with 300 ml of 1x wash buffer.
100 µl of Avidin-HRP A (Avidin Peroxidase A) solution was added to each well and
incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature with shaker.
Each well was washed five times with 300 ml of 1x wash buffer. 100 ml of Substrate F (high
precision TMB) solution was added to each well and incubated for 10 minutes at room
temperature and in the dark.
Subsequently, blue color formation was observed depending on the amount of Tyrosinase
bound to the
wells. The reaction was stopped by adding 100 ml of stop solution to each well and the color
changed from blue to yellow. Absorbance values of samples were evaluated by taking
absorbance at 450 nm in Elisa kit reader (Thermo Fisher, Multi Scan FC Microplate Reader).
Cream formulation
Oil in water (O/W) emulsion-based cream (semisolid formulation) was formulated. The
emulsifier and other oil soluble components were dissolved in the oil phase (Phase 1) and
heated to 80°C. Water soluble components was dissolved in the aqueous phase (Phase 2) and
heated to 80°C. After heating, the oily phase was added to the water phase with continuous
stirring until the emulsifier had cooled. Preservatives and traces of 1% Rosa pimpinellifolia L.
extract were added to the cream at 40°C.

Figure 1. Whitening cream produced in the laboratory.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Vitamin C Analysis
Known to have important biological activities, the Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) molecule
blocks the enzyme tyrosinase, which plays a role in the melanin pigment formation. Since the
formation of melanin pigment that gives color to the skin is reduced the color of the skin
becomes lighter. In the light of this information, HPLC analysis was performed to determine
the L-ascorbic acid content in black rosehip to be used in anti-pigmentation analysis. Total
Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) amount that found in phytochemical composition of Rosa
pimpinellifolia L. was determined as a 4.32% by HPLC-DAD method. As a result of HPLCDAD analysis, we observed that the black rosehip plant has high vitamin C content.
We have observed that vitamin C inhibits the enzyme tyrosinase in the formulation of the
cream we are making. We have confirmed that black rosehip extract will be used as an
effective active ingredient in stain-removing products.
Anti-pigmentation Analysis
The anti-pigmentation test on the Human epidermal melanocyte cell line (HS68) cell line was
performed with 5 replications. The results were given as mean ± standard deviation.
Concentration versus tyrosinase enzyme inhibition (%) graph and its the results were given
below.

Figure 2. Dose dependent inhibition of tyrosinase enzyme inhibition in melanocyte cells after
48 hours. Comparisons between groups were made by Kruskal-Wallis and MannWhitney tests. Differences with a p value of 0.05 or less were considered statistically
significant.
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Table 1. Amounts of treated concentrations.
Tyrosinase enzyme inhibition (%) ± SS (standart sapma)
Control

50 µg/ml

100 µg/ml

200 µg/ml

100±5,1

98,20±7,60

84,70±16,21*

78,12±8,90*

According to the results, a dose-dependent increase in Tyrosinase enzyme inhibition was
observed at 100 and 200 µg/ml concentrations versus the control group. Consequently, it has
been proven that the whitening cream that we have produced is an effective product for
removing stains from the skin.
CONCLUSION
In the cosmetics industry, as the demand for natural and organic products production
increases every year, the use of medicinal and aromatic plants is becoming more and more
widespread. Known for its important antioxidant properties, the Rosa pimpinellifolia L., is
also a natural source of vitamin C.
Vitamin C exhibits a decolorant feature by inhibiting the activity of the tyrosine enzyme that
affects the formation of the melanin pigment, which gives the skin its natural color.
In this study, the extract of Rosa pimpinellifolia L., which are known to be rich in vitamin C,
was isolated and a whitening cream was formulated from this extract, and the whitening effect
of the cream was examined by anti-pigmentation analysis. According to the results of the
analysis, it was confirmed that the cream inhibited the activity of the tyrosine enzyme in a
dose-dependent manner. Finally, the cream that we have formulated has proven to be an
effective skin stain remover product.
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ABSTRACT
With ongoing and growing pandemic situation across the world, sustainability is the new dimension
for cosmetics industry, which has now focused on creating natural and herbal products also called as
green cosmetics. In fact, consumers, cosmetics industries and organizations, as well as academics from
various disciplinary fields are now becoming more and more aware of human health and the
sustainability of green cosmetics. Accordingly, the demands on use of green and herbal cosmetics are
increasing day by day, and the latest trends of the consumers are updated considering natural
ingredients, and the effect of herbal recipes on their health benefits as well as on mother nature.
Sustainability means taking into account environmental, social, and economical aspects throughout the
life cycle of beauty and cosmetic products including the production and post-production chains.

Cosmetic innovation is a key factor to support sustainability and protection of environment such as
eco-friendly of packaging, the biodegradability of ingredients, healthy and natural formulations, and
waste utilization using non-edible products of food and fruit waste. Currently, cosmetics products
produced on the basis of a sustainable approach, both at formulation and production level, has
increasingly become an important choice for many consumers who are consciousness towards
environmental friendliness and carbon neutrality. In conclusion, sustainable and eco-friendly
innovations in green cosmetics are a complex and multifaced subject that cannot be assessed
considering single aspects, but can be evaluated using an integrated assessment about environmental,
social and economical dimensions, final product quality and performance.
Key Words: Cosmeceuticals, Environment Friendly, Green Cosmetics, Human Health, Innovation,
Sustainability
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ABSTRACT
One of the most commonly used in cosmetics and household products are amphoteric surfactants.
They have properties that are both suitable to cosmetic functions and also make stable and
homogeneous formulations possible. Surfactants used in cosmetics are designed to modify properties
such as mildness, detergency, viscosity, foaming properties and wetting ability (1). One of the most
commonly used in cosmetics and household production are amphoteric surfactants. They are also
widely used in personal care products as well as industrial and institutional cleaning products.
Application of surfactants are determined by the specific properties. Knowledge of these properties is
a basis and may provide information on potential application and predict the characteristics of the
finished product (2). One of the most popular and commonly used zwitterionic surfactant is
cocobetaine. It is mild surfactant with good surface properties. Cocobetaine is an amphoteric
surfactant that became popular among cosmetic chemists because of its low potential for irration of the
skin (3). The product that we will develop within the scope of our project will be produced for the first
time in our country, although it has foreign equivalents. With this product, which will be produced
locally by our company, it is aimed to provide a price advantage to the sector.
Within the scope of our study, coco-betaine product was successfully synthesized and performance
tests were carried out. Performance test results were compared.
Key Words: Coco-betaine, amphoteric surfactant, synhesis, personal care and household cleaning
products
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ABSTRACT
Nanotechnology has wide applications in diverse commercial products (cosmetics, paints, coasting,
textiles, etc.) and industrial applications. Their nanoscale features make them desirable for wide
applications. Particulate materials comprised of small particles differs from conventional form of the
same materials by physicochemical properties (≤100 nm in one or more dimension). The main goals of
using nanomaterials in cosmetics are stated as effective penetration into the skin for better delivery of
the product's components, new color elements (e.g. in lipsticks and nail polishes), transparency (e.g. in
sunscreens) and long-lasting effects (e.g. in make-up). Even though nanotechnology has significant
various advantages, their very small size, insoluble/poorly soluble and persistent particle nature raises
a trigger interaction with biologic entitles for the risk assessment. Nanomaterials including
nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanowires used in cosmetics including environmental toxicity has been
carried out about their properties. It has been known that small nanoparticles (below 10 nm size) has
better ability to penetrate the nuclear membrane and skin layer which may result in potential
genotoxicity. A large number of case studies such as cell uptake, genotoxicity and oxidative cell
damage have raised issues related to the safety of nanocosmeceuticals. Therefore, safety profile of the
nanoparticles used in cosmetic products should be considered initiating parameters like morphology
and concentration. As per the Scientific Committee on Consumer Products safety and European
Commission the safety of the cosmeceutical products is governed by the safety of their ingredients.
Even though the general regulations remain same, the type and frequency of application raises safety
concern. Overall, it needs to be noted that nano specific risk assessment may not be needed and
conventional assessment may be sufficient; (i) if a nano material completely dissolves, (ii) if there is
no systemic exposure to particulate form of the material, (iii) if the nanoform has been shown to be
non-toxic.
Key Words: Nanotechnology, Safety of nanomaterial, Risk assessment in nanomaterials
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ABSTRACT
Various skin diseases such as eczema, psoriasis, urticaria, lichen, vitiligo, and rose disease are
commonly observed in humans and significantly affect the daily life of individuals (1). Nowadays,
awareness of take advantage of beneficial plants in nature is increasing day by day as an alternative to
ointments and cream formulations containing hormones and drugs with a high side-effect profile
developed for the treatment of these diseases (2). In line with this awareness, a cream formulation was
developed using herbal extracts to reduce the common symptoms of skin diseases such as itching,
swelling, flaking, rash, redness and burning in this project study. An oil-based cream has been
prepared in order to increase the absorption in the skin and increase the effective values of the actives
used. Ginkgo biloba and salix purpurea extracts, which have antimicrobial properties that prevent the
growth of microorganisms that cause eczema, psoriasis and acne, were used (3). Oat and gota kola
extracts, as they have anti-irritation and anti-inflammatory activity on the skin, and the snail extract
was used to heal wounds and support cell regeneration (4). Ceramide creates a protective structure that
is compatible with the skin, and hyaluronic acid has high water holding ability, so both are used to
support skin moisture (5). Juniper tar has been used to reduce symptoms such as itching and flaking,
and also because of its analgesic properties (6). Hemp oil is included in the formulation due to its
antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties, also improve skin diseases with omega-3 and omega-6
contained in hemp oil (7). Another important factor in this study is ensuring stability. As a final result
of the study, a herbal cream formulation was developed for the reduce of symptoms of various skin
diseases. In addition, aiming to contribute to the literature; A new study has been conducted that
supports the need to increase the use of these naturally existing plants in the ecosystem and can set an
example for sustainability.
Key Words: Skin Diseases, Cosmetics Product, Ginkgo Biloba, Gota Kola, Salix Purpurea, Ceramide
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ABSTRACT
Mange infestation in dogs is known to be a treatable skin disease, which is common especially in
summer. Mange infestations caused by especially Demodex (Follicular), Sarcoptes (Tunnel Forming)
and Otodectes (Superficial-Ear) agents are common in dogs. Organaphosphates, formamidines,
synthetic pyrethroids, macrocyclic lactones and finally isoxazolines are used against mange
infestations. Undesirable side effects of synthetic chemicals are always possible. Therefore, this study
aimed to determine the efficacy of some essential oil compounds, rather than chemicals, by spraying
method.
This study is carried out on dogs with mange infestation in local Small Animal Shelter in Nilufer
Municipality of Bursa in accordance with the authorization given by the Ethics Committee, and is still
ongoing. Formation of 5 separate groups, each consisting of seven animals, was designed. For
detection of mange infestation, scrapings were taken from at least three points of 5 cm2 on lesion sites,
and the agent was identified under light microscope (X40). The number of agents was determined
based on larval, nymphal and adult stages, and the animals were included in the groups based on the
severity of infestation (mild, moderate, severe).
The groups were treated as follows: Group 1: Fluralaner, once by oral route (Positive control),
Group 2: Afoxolaner, three times by oral route oral on day 0, 14 and 28 (Positive control), Group 3:
lavender-menthol mixture (low concentration), Group 4: lavender- menthol mixture (medium
concentration) Group 5 Control. Group 3 and 4 were treated three times by spraying with an interval
of 3 days. Scrapings were taken from all the treatment groups on day 3, 7, 14, 28, 36, 42 and 56 after
the beginning of the treatment, and possible side effects or undesirable conditions were checked
during the treatment.
Demodex infestation was more common than Sarcoptic infestation in stray dogs, and otodectic
infestation was not identified. Mixed infestation of Sarkoptes and Demodex was found in two cases.
Animals infested with Demodex mange in Group 1, which was positive control, showed complete
recovery at day 30 following treatment with Fluralaner (Demodex). Animals treated with Afoxolaner
in group 2 showed recovery on day 34. In the treatment groups treated with essential oil mixture, the
efficacy was 50% in Group 3, and reached 80% in Group 4 on day 32.
The skincare spray we have developed for use in the treatment of this disease is a chemical-free,
organic product, the safe use of which has been demonstrated by clinical trials in the reduction and
treatment of mange cases in animals. The natural essential oils contained in it allow it to kill the
parasites living under the skin and their eggs, and relief the itching, redness, rashes and wounds on the
skin within a short time. It should be used regularly for about 3 weeks for full and permanent recovery.
Key Words: Mange, Dog, Isoxazoline, Essential oil, Efficacy
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INTRODUCTION
Based on taxonomic examination, mange agents in dogs are included in order Astigmata and
Prostigmata, subclass Acari (=Acarida, Acarina), class Arachnida (=Arachnoidea), subphylum
Chelicerata of Phylum Arthropoda in kingdom of animalia. Dogs are infested with genus Sarcoptes
belonging to Sarcoptidae family in order Astigmata, genus Otodectes belonging to Psoroptidae family
and Cheyletiella yasguri belonging to genus Cheyletidae and genus Demodex in Demodicidae family
in order Prostigmata (3,27).
The mange agents belonging to Sarcoptidae family have round body and turtle-like shape from dorsal
view. The larvae hatch from the eggs within 3-4 days, and then change skin and become nymphs.
Adult parasites develop following two nymphal stages. The development is complete in 21 days in
females and 14 days in males, and they are fed with tissue fluid during all developmental periods.
Sarcoptes, which are sensitive to drought, are reported to be able to survive in external environment
for 1-2 days under appropriate conditions (3).
Otodectes species is found in the outer ears of dogs, cats and other carnivores, and causes ear mange.
Otodectes cynotis is an important species belonging to this genus, which is found in the external ear
canal of cats and dogs. The sucker-like pulvilli at the end of their feet are cup-shaped. The body of
Otodectes cynotis is reported to be oval with the 3rd and 4th pairs of legs projecting and the 1st and
2nd pairs in females and all legs in males having suckers (2,3,24). Otodectes cynotis has a typical life
cycle, consisting of egg-larva-protonymph-tritonymph and adult stages, respectively. It is reported that
some of the species in the genus Cheyletiella is of veterinary and medical importance, and of these
species, Chyletiella yasguri causes parasites in dogs, while C. blakei causes parasites in cats and C.
parasitovorax in rabbits. In addition, it is stated that since Cheyletiella species does not have a high
host specificity, same agent can infest other species (22). Cheyletiella mites have very large hooks in
their mouth organelles, allowing easy identification (14).
The infestation caused by Demodex species is called "demodicosis", and cases with clinical symptoms
are called "demodectic mange". Demodex species are reported to be highly specialized for certain
hosts. The agents are reported to live in hair follicles and sebaceous glands (22). Demodex species
have a long, pointed body (24). It has been reported that Demodex canis has been long regarded as the
only Demodex species causing demodicosis in dogs, however 3 different Demodex species with
different morphological characteristics cause demodicosis in dogs. Based on morphological
examination, of these demodex species, D. injai has a longer opisthosoma than D. canis (10). D. cornei
has a shorter opisthosoma than D. canis (3,10,5,13). The females of Demodex species lay 24 spindleshaped eggs in hair follicles. Larvae hatch from these eggs, and life cycle takes 18-24 days. Demodex
species cannot live outside the host (24).
Studies reporting that mites causing mange infestation in dogs also cause infestation in humans, cats
and foxes (6,7,15; Huang et al. 1998) were carried out. It has been reported that these mites can be
transmitted between dogs and other wild animals, such as foxes or raccoons (6). It has been reported to
feed on shed skin (3). Although Sarcoptes scabiei is more common in the head regions of younger
dogs, it has been reported that it can be observed in dogs of all ages, breeds and genders due to its
spreading and tunnel forming characteristic (3). There is a general consensus that transmission of
sarcoptic mites by direct contact with dogs or foxes is possible; however, it has been reported that
transmission can also occur through the surfaces and equipment contaminated with these mites (3).
Of the diseases causing skin problems in small animals, ectoparasitic infestations are known to play a
very important role. It has been reported that toxic compounds causing residual problems in the
environment, such as organophosphates and carbamates, which were used 20-30 years ago, are not
preferred today, but use of a new class of compounds, which is considered to be safer and more
effective, is preferred in the treatment of ectoparasites (14).
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There are various licensed products, which can be used topically, orally or parenterally for the
treatment of mange in dogs. Of such products, the most well-known is Lime sulfur 2,5%, which is
licensed in North America. It is indicated that sarcoptic mange is treated in an effective and safe
manner by use of this product once a week for 4-6 weeks, and that the margin of safety is considerably
high in small animals (8,14). It is also reported that this product may cause staining of hairs in dogs
with a lighter hair coat, which is not desired by the dog owners (8).
Amitraz, a mono-amino oxidase inhibitor, has also been reported to be used as an effective scabicidal
with different concentrations and protocols in the USA and England. It is reported that it is
recommended to be used once a week in the UK and every 2 weeks in the USA (8,14). It has been
indicated that Amitraz should not be used in Chihuahuas, pregnant dogs, lactating dogs and puppies
younger than 3 months old, and that due to its ingredients, caution should be exercised against the risk
of development of transient hyperglycemia in dogs with diabetes and dogs whose owners have
diabetes. It is reported that possible side effects such as CNS depression, bradycardia and sedation
may be observed within the first 24 hours after the treatment since Amitraz is an alpha-2-adrenoceptor
antagonist (8). Fipronil, which is among the insecticides belonging to phenylpyrazole class and known
to inhibit GABA receptors in ectoparasites, is another agent recommended for treatment. Based on the
studies carried out, it has been reported that Fipronil 0,25% solution cures sarcoptic mange in puppies
following 3 treatments with a dose of 3 ml/kg every 3 weeks. Another study reported that
administration of fipronil at a dose of 6 ml/kg once a week for 2 weeks in adult dogs with sarcoptic
mange was effective in the treatment (8,14). Of the compounds belonging to Macrocyclic Lactone
class for systemic therapy as an alternative to topical treatment options for tunnel-forming mange
agents, Ivermectin, Milbemycin oxime, Moxidectin and Selamectin have also been reported to be
effective agents that can be used for the treatment of sarcoptic mange in dogs (8,14). The list goes as
Doramectin (oral/parenteral), Fluralaner (oral), Afoxolaner (oral), Imidacloprid/moxidectin (topical),
Ivermectin (parenteral/oral), Milbemycin oxime (oral) and Sarolaner (oral) in the recent years (18).
This study aimed to determine the efficacy of recently-developed chemicals (Fluralaner, Afoxolaneroral), and some essential oil compounds developed in Arion laboratories by spraying method.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
For this study, a preliminary study was carried out on dogs with clinical suspicion of mange, as well as
dogs with abnormal ear secretion, itching and pinna pedal reflex in Stray Animal Care Center in
Nilufer Municipality of Bursa, and differential diagnosis with other diseases, which could cause skin
lesions, was performed; skin scraping and ear swab samples, which were taken from dogs that were
found to be negative for other diseases, were subjected to parasitological examination, and dogs,
which were confirmed to have any of the canine mange agents (Cheyletiella yasguri, Demodex spp,
Sarcoptes scabiei var. canis, Otodectes cynotis), were selected into groups in order to form
experimental groups. 28 dogs of different ages, genders and breeds, which were diagnosed with
mange, were included in the study. The ethics committee authorization, which was required to carry
out the study, was given in the committee dated 05.05.2020, with the number
B.30.2.ULU.0.8Z.00.00/66. The authorizations required to carry out the study were also obtained from
the Director of the Stray Animal Care Center and other competent authorities.
For parasitological examination, scrapings were taken from lesion sites of the dogs with skin lesions
(alopecia, erythema, pruritus, crust formation and hyperpigmentation) and itching symptom, and the
external ear canal of those with suspected ear mange were firstly examined by otoscope, and then the
earwax was softened by applying glycerin gel into the external ear canal, which was followed by
taking samples from the suspicious dogs by ear swab. The samples taken were delivered to the
laboratory on the same day. Of the samples delivered to the laboratory, the skin scrapings were kept in
"10-20% KOH" in an oven at 37°C for 2 hours in case of examination on the same day or at room
temperature for 24 hours in case of examination the next day, and then examined under microscope
with a *10 lens. Clinical scores ranged from 0 to 3.
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The groups were determined based on the clinical evaluation of Erythema, Hyperpigmentation,
Alopecia and Pruritus scores, and evaluation of number of mange agents per 5cm2 lesion site.
As indicated in the study protocol, the experimental groups were treated with the specified substances
at specified doses, and the number of agents in the skin scrapings and the recovery ratio of dermal
lesions were determined by dermatological lesion scoring and microscopic examination of skin
scrapings on 5 different days (days 0, +7, +14, +21, +28), where the day of treatment was regarded as
day 0, and recorded.
Treatment: Dogs in group 1 (n=7) were treated with the active substance Afoxolaner, belonging to
Isoxazoline class and the dosing of which was in accordance with tablet formulation, and the dogs in
group 2 (n=7) were treated with the active substance Fluralaner, belonging to Isoxazoline class and
the dosing of which was in accordance with tablet formulation, by oral route, based on the calculation
of live body weights of the dogs. To the dogs in group 3 (n=7), the oily and non-oily formulations of
preparation with low-dose Lavender-Menthol, formulated by R&D of ARION and prepared
specifically for this study, were applied on lesion sites 3 times at an interval of 3 days, and to the dogs
in group 4, again the oily and non-oily formulations of preparation with medium-dose LavenderMenthol, formulated by R&D of ARION and prepared specifically for this study, were applied on
lesion sites 3 times at an interval of 3 days. Group 5 was kept as untreated control. 6 different doses
were already tested during preliminary studies, and other doses were not included in the study.
Determination of Efficacy %: The clinical efficacy of the substances applied to the groups were
determined by applying the following formula individually according to the life stages (egg, young
and adult), and expressed in percentage. (Bowman et al., 2001).
EP: Efficacy Percentage NABT: Number of agents before treatment NAAT: Number of agents
after treatment
NABT– NAAT
EP = _____________________
NABT
The statistical study is still ongoing.

x 100

FINDINGS
No side effects have been observed so far. The efficacy ratios obtained are promising. Another
remarkable finding is that no supportive therapy is required in the Isoxazoline (positive control) and
essential oil groups.
Demodex infestation was more common than Sarcoptic infestation in stray dogs, and otodectic
infestation was not identified. Mixed infestation of Sarkoptes and Demodex was found in two cases.
Animals infested with Demodex mange in Group 1, which was positive control, showed complete
recovery at day 30 following treatment with Fluralaner (Demodex). Animals treated with Afoxolaner
in group 2 showed recovery on day 34. In the treatment groups treated with essential oil mixture, the
efficacy was 50% in Group 3, and reached 80% in Group 4 on day 32. The study is still ongoing.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Various drugs with organophosphate, carbamate, formamidine, synthetic pyrethroid and macrocyclic
lactone have been used until now for the treatment of mange in dogs. However, supportive therapy
(immune modulation) may be required, especially in sarcoptic and demodectic mange (2-4,8,9,14,18).
However, there are serious biosafety problems, such as drug resistance and side effects in dogs, for
both the dog and the owner (1,3,4,8,16,19, 27).
Oral isoxazoline preparations with high biosafety level and less side effects have been started to be
used in recent years, and no serious side effects have been observed (13,17, 18, 20, 21, 26).
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Use of essential oil preparations has become increasingly more common due to the fact that these are
organic products, and started to be preferred due to the absence of residue problems and resistance
development (4, 11,12,24, 25).
In our study, two different doses of Lavender-Menthol essential oil mixtures developed by R&D of
Arion with two new active ingredients of isoxazoline were tested. Although the study has not been
completed yet, the medium dose used following 6 preliminary studies showed an efficiency of
approximately 80%. No side effects were observed in any of 4 experimental groups during the study.
None of four treatment groups required use of supplement (immune modulator/ topical antibiotics).
The skincare spray we have developed for use in the treatment of mange is a chemical-free, organic
product, the safe use of which has been demonstrated by clinical trials in the reduction and treatment
of mange cases in animals. It should be used regularly for about 3 weeks for full and permanent
recovery.
The natural essential oils contained in it allow it to kill the parasites living under the skin and their
eggs, and relief the itching, redness, rashes and wounds on the skin within a short time, and ensure that
the areas with hair loss restore their health by regenerating the skin.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of probiotic microorganisms, which is defined as "living microorganisms that provide health
benefits to the host when applied in sufficient quantities", is rapidly developing and finding new application
areas (1). The clinical and experimental studies showed that probiotics -aside from the positive effects of on
the digestive system- are also dermatologically effective due to the metabolic activity of microorganisms.
Many researchers have reported that some probiotics can help regulate the lipid barrier and skin immune
system in the cutaneous microbiota, and thus protect the skin homeostasis (2). Many different types of
probiotics have the potential to be cosmetic product components due to their different mechanisms of
action. Lactic acid bacteria and bifidobacteria are the most common and popular probiotics used in this
sector (3). The lactate and the various amino acids that form due to fermentation of these microorganism
contribute to hydration of the skin. Probiotics not only balance the skin flora, but also have antimicrobial
effect on pathogens due to some peptides that they produce. However, only very few products (i.e., creams,
serums, masks and tonics) used in the cosmetics industry contain probiotics. Topically applied probiotic
formulations are expected to become more widely used in skin care, prevention and treatment of skin
diseases. Thanks to their antibacterial and immunomodulatory properties, probiotics can be used to treat
skin disorders such as acne, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Hence, they are promising cosmeceuticals for
treatment of wounds and can be used as skin ailments (4-6).
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ABSTRACT
The present study investigated the capability of an essential oil mix (MO: 1% and 3%) in
ameliorating amnesia and brain oxidative stress in a rat model of scopolamine (Sco) and tried
to explore the underlying mechanism. The MO was administered by inhalation to rats once
daily for 21 days, while Sco (0.7 mg/kg) treatment was delivered 30 min before behavioral
tests. Donepezil (DP: 5 mg/kg) was used as a positive reference drug. The cognitiveenhancing effects of the MO in the Sco rat model were assessed in the Y-maze, radial arm
maze (RAM), and novel object recognition (NOR) tests. As identified by gas
chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS), the chemical composition of the MO is
comprised by limonene (91.11%), followed by γ-terpinene (2.02%), β-myrcene (1.92%), βpinene (1.76%), α-pinene (1.01%), sabinene (0.67%), linalool (0.55%), cymene (0.53%), and
valencene (0.43%). Molecular interactions of limonene as the major compound in MO with
the active site of butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) was explored via molecular docking
experiments, and Van der Waals (vdW) contacts were observed between limonene and the
active site residues SER198, HIS438, LEU286, VAL288, and PHE329. The brain oxidative
status and acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and BChE inhibitory activities were also determined.
MO reversed Sco-induced memory deficits and brain oxidative stress, along with
cholinesterase inhibitory effects, which is an important mechanism in the anti-amnesia effect.
Our present findings suggest that MO ameliorated memory impairment induced by Sco via
restoration of the cholinergic system activity and brain antioxidant status.
Keywords: Essential Oil Mix; Scopolamine; Memory; Oxidative Stress; Molecular Docking
Simulation
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INTRODUCTION
Neurodegeneration can be defined as forfeiture of neuron structure and function in a
progressive way, which is associated with various diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
Parkinson’s disease, Huntington disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), multiple
sclerosis (MS), etc. (1). Essential oils are a mixture of extremely complex, volatile, naturally
derived compounds that are derived from plants as secondary metabolites. They are found to
be abundant in leaves, seeds, flowers, barks, and rhizomes and are commonly produced by
cold pressing andhydro-distillation methods. (2). A short review of in vivo studies of 13
essential oils together with clinical trial data of Salvia officinalis L., S. lavandulifolia Vahl.,
Melissa officinalis L., Lavandula angustifolia Mill., and Rosmarinus officinalis L. revealed
their antioxidant and anti-AChE potential, as well as anti-amyloid and memoryenhancing
activities (3). Falls et al. (4) reported the
amelioration of neurodegeneration and cognitive
impairment in an experimental model of stressed mice following exposure to Citrus lemon
(L.) Osbeck essential oil for three weeks. Oskouie et al. (5) demonstrated the beneficial
therapeutic effect of Lavandula angustifolia using an Aβ1-42 rat model of AD through the
investigation of serum metabolic features using NMR metabolomics. Kennedy and Scholey
(6) reported the psychopharmacology of European herbs with cognitionenhancing properties.
Hasanein et al. (7) demonstrated the preventive effects of S. Officinalis L. against learning
and memory deficit induce by diabetes in rats by possible hypoglycemic and antioxidant
mechanisms. Therefore, the present study was undertaken to highlight the bioactive
components of the MO and to evaluate he possible effects on memory performance and brain
antioxidant status in a Sco-induced rat model of amnesia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Molecular Docking Experiments
Molecular docking studies were carried out using the Glide docking protocol implemented in
the Schrödinger Small-Molecule Drug Discovery Suite (Small-Molecule Drug Discovery
Suite 2019-4, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, USA, 2019).
Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) Analysis
Component analysis of the MO was performed using a gas chromatography- (Agilent 7890A)
mass detector (Agilent 5975C) device by using a capillary column (HP Innowax Capillary;
60.0 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm) at the Instrumental Analysis Laboratory of Western
Mediterranean Research Institute (BATEM) in Antalya, Turkey. The amounts of the
components were determined by using the FID detector, and identification of the components
was determined by using the MS detector.
Microtiter Enzyme Assays for AChE and BChE Inhibition
AChE and BChE inhibitory activity of the MO was determined by the slightly modified
spectrophotometric method developed by Ellman et al. (8).
Animals
Wistar adult rats-males were purchased from Cantacuzino Institute (Bucharest, Romania)
having an average weight of 350 g (±10g) at 4 months old. All animal experiments were
carried out according to the European Communities Council Directive (Directive
2010/63/EU) regarding the protection of animals used for scientific purposes with approval
from the Ethical Committee (No. 15309/22.07.2019).
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Drug Treatment and Group Division
Behavioral Analysis

Figure 1. Spontaneous percentage of Motivate essential oil samples given 1% inhaled and %
given by Figure Y-maze test.

Figure 2. Number of entries into the maze arms in the Y-maze test of locomotor activity of
1% and 3% inhaled Motivate essential oil sample to rats.
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Figure 3. Motivate essential oil administered to rats by inhalation of 1% and 3% measuring
the sample over working memory errors in the radial-maze test.

Figure 4. Motivate essential oil given to rats by inhalation of 1% and 3% sample over
reference memory errors in the radial-maze test.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By using GC–MS analysis, we showed that limonene (91.11%) was the major compound
within the chemical composition of the MO. The computational method has been successfully
used to predict the molecular interactions of limonene with the active site of BChE and to
better understand the molecular basis of the biological responses. Molecular docking
simulations provided additional insights into the possible mechanism of action of limonene
against BChE, which was modulated by vdW contacts between limonene and the active site
residues SER198, HIS438, LEU286, VAL288, and PHE329. Furthermore, the present study
demonstrated that MO was able to revert the cognitive deficits resulting from the Sco
treatment.
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Additionally, we also established that the positive effects of MO could be mediated by
decreasing brain oxidative stress and regulation of AChE and BChE activities. Therefore, the
present work suggested that our MO can be regarded as an alternative source of bioactive
compounds which can improve dementia-related conditions.
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Abstract
Communication plays a big role in patient satisfaction, since it is a healthcare provider’s key
asset in the process of patient diagnosis and treatment. Effective communication requires
adaptability and responsiveness from both parties involved throughout the process of listening
and talking. It is a fundamental skill to develop as the healthcare provider’s understanding of
the patient's behavior determines the extent to which the healthcare provider is able to
successfully communicate with the patient. However, it has been found that effective
communication between healthcare providers and patients is lacking significantly.
Furthermore, research has shown that the healthcare provider’s form of interaction with the
patient alone is not responsible for establishing an effective means of communication, the
patient's behavior also has a role. Therefore, this research explores different patient behaviors
and demonstrates communication approaches that are considered to be effective with respect
to each type of patient behavior. The first step towards enhancing communication is
identifying the patient’s type of behavior. Patient behavior is shaped by factors such as
emotions, sociodemographic status, and personality traits. When the healthcare providers
modify their behavior in accordance with the patient’s behavior, the healthcare provider is
more likely to deliver the required information to the patient successfully. The aim of this
research is to develop the communication quality between healthcare providers and patients
based on patients’ behaviors.
Keywords: patient’s behaviors, patients-health provider’s communications, patientpharmacist communication, physician-patient communication.
REVIEW
The word Communication originates from the Latin word communicare which means “to
share” or “to be relation with”. In addition, in the Indo-Europeans, it relates to common,
commune, and community which gives a meaning of “bringing together” (1). Eloquent
communication between health care providers and the patient is necessary to enhance health
assessment in patients (2). Good communication abilities are necessary for a successful
treatment plan such as conducting medicine reviews and motivating patients to adhere to the
medication and health support. For pharmacists, effective communication is essential in
handing over the necessary information in a clear way to the patients. Accordingly,
pharmacists must modify their communication style to a diverse group of patient’s needs and
accomplish patient-centered communication.
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Moreover, the pharmacist's capability framework insists on the importance of communication
in patient understanding. Therefore, the title communicator is given to pharmacists by The
World Health Organization (WHO) (3).
Moreover, patient-physician communication is an essential aspect of the clinical practice (4).
Physician’s communication ability is a primary skill that holds the same importance as
medical technical knowledge, physical examination diagnosis, and medical treatment solving.
Having a close inter-personal relationship, exchanging information during diagnosis, and
making related decisions on the treatment plan are crucial for achieving productive
communication with the patient (5). Physicians have a greater opportunity to establish a
positive relationship and a stronger bond with their patients in their clinical-visit encounter.
This relation will lead to deeper conservation that will help physicians with their diagnosis
and in setting the treatment plan. Being a good communicator as a speaker and listener in
today's fast-moving world for physician-patient relation is essential for the palliative duration
and patient gratification of the patient. Among all the health care professionals, nurse staffs
are more in-touch with patients and their relatives. Nurses are interlocutors between the
patients-physicians for example prior to the surgery’s and post surgery’s or in any medical
intervention nurses are more in contact with patients so that patient-nurse communication
(verbal-nonverbal) plays an important role in patient stratification and successful patient
outcome (6). Researches have shown that good patient-nurse communication decreases
hospital stay and will help to improve both parties’ confidence and gratification (7).
The behavior of both, the health care professional and the patient play a big role in
consultation and patient care as well as rational drug use. Chronic diseases, pocket costs, and
fear of being sick can affect the physiological and mental wellbeing of the patient which can
lead to unusual patient behavior. There are a number of factors including age, sex, social
class, culture, emotions, environmental factors of the patients and the patient's interaction
with the health care professional, that can impact thus determine the patient's behavior (8).
Anxiety and fear are two of the underlying causes that make the patient avoid referral to the
physician and not adhering to the prescribed medications their fear might be regarding the
future of how it effects the quality of life of the patient or how the disease will prolong (9).
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